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MINX, A ~LTIGROUP ~NTERPRETATION OF ~CLEAR

l&SECTIONS FROM ENDF/B

by

C. R. Weisbin, P. D. Soran, R. E. MacFarlane,
D. R. Harris, R. J. LaBauve, J. S. Hendricks,

J. E. White, and R. B. Kidman

ABSTRACT

MINX calculates fine-group averaged infinitely dilute
cross sections, self-shielding factors, and group-to-group
transfer matrices from ENDF/B-IV data. Its primary purpose
is to generate pseudo-composition independent multigroup
libraries in the standard CCCC-111 interface formats for
use in the design and analysis of nuclear systems. MINX
incorporates and improves upon the resonance capabilities
of existing codes such as ETOX and ENDRUN and the high-
Legendre-order transfer matrices of ETOG and SUPERTOG.
Group structure, Legendre order, weight function, tempera-
ture, dilutions, and processing tolerances are all under
user control. Paging and variable dimensioning allow
very large problems to be run. Both CDC and IBM versions
of MINX are available.

I. INTRODUCTION

The ENDF/B filel is the United

evaluations of cross sections, derived

model calculations, in a form suitable
~~

States reference nuclear data base containing

from experimental measurements and nuclear

for automated retrieval and processing.

The MINX”= code is a new, designer-oriented, multigroup cross-section processing

code which reads the ENDF/B file and produces multigroup and point-wise data for

a wide variety of problems in nuclear systems design and analysis. MINX is

~ jointly sponsored by the Division of Reactor Research and Development and by the

Division of Military Applications of the United States Energy Research and Develop-

9 ment Administration. The code and the multigroup data sets derived therefrom are

intended to satisfy the nuclear design standards4 currently being implemented

under auspices of the American National Standards Institute. The program is



being developed in successive versions; the neutron capabilities of Version I is

described herein.

Version I of MINX is intended to incorporate and improve upon the resonance
6

capabilities of existing codes such as ETOX5 and ENDRUN and the high-order group-

to-group transfer matrices of SUPERTOG7 and ETOG.
8

MINX is the first link of a

two-step process; it generates a fine multigroup library with group-dependent

resonance self-shielding factors from ENDF/B data. The SPHINX9 code, the second

step, interpolates to the correct composition-and temperature-dependentself-

shielding factors, and space-energy collapses the resulting cross sections to the

desired group structure. The breakup in this fashion
10

permits detailed physics

mechanisms to be treated with rigor by an infrequently run MINX program, and

survey design calculations to be performed rapidly by an often-used SPHINX program.

The

IT.

A.

MINX and SPHINX programs are linked through standard interfaces.
11

GENERAL FEATURES OF MINX

Temperature-Dependent Pointwise Library

MINX generates and uses a linearly interpolable, infinitely dilute, tempera-

ture-dependent pointwise cross-section library in ENDF/B format.
12,13

(Cross

sections for the same nuclide at different temperatures have the same material

number.) Self-shielding is treated in subsequent processing stages.* This feature

permits efficient computation of group cross sections with accurate Doppler broaden-

ing
13-16

of single-level and multilevel cross sections. The multigroup constants

generated therefrom are thus known to be compatible with the pointwise cross sec-

tions retrieved by continuous-energyMonte Carlo codes.
13,17

Those “background”

cross sections artificially introduced by the evaluator in the single-level re-

presentation of multilevel interference effects are also naturally broadened and

self-shielded within the framework of this formalism. In those cases where the

resonance component is significantly reduced due either to self-shielding or

Doppler broadening, the self-shielding of an oscillating positive and negative

background may be significant.

B. Reference Frame for Differential Scattering Cross Section Employed in Transfer

Matrix Calculation

Traditionally, angular distributions for two-body interactions have been pro-

vided in ENDF/B in the center-of-mass system, possibly because of the guidance

*The unresolved region is a special case for which Doppler broadening and self-
shielding are considered simultaneously.

2

0

.

.
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lent by results of model calculations performed in this system and because, tra-

ditionally, physicists tend to report data in this system. This approach is not

necessarily the most desirable. Indeed, experimental measurements are performed

in the laboratory system. For those situations in which laboratory angular dis-

tributions are provided directly (formats for this representation are permitted

“ in ENDF/B-IV) or obtained through transformation from center-of-mass to lab, new
18

and accurate algorithms can be employed for the computation of group-to-group

. matrices. These calculations are based upon a semianalytic procedure which treats

the rapidly fluctuating cross-section behavior analytically. These algorithms

require only a minimum of numerical approximations and use recursive formulas well

suited to performing the required integrations. A flexible energy integration

mesh is employed so that localized resonance phenomena may be adequately repre-

sented. The approach does depend, however, on deriving a suitable Legendre series

expansion of the angular distribution in the laboratory system. Where this be-

comes too time consuming (e.g., for light nuclei or near inelastic thresholds),

an alternative numerical integration in the center-of-mass

c. Bondarenko Representation
70

The Bondarenko” scheme of employing table sets to

and dilution effects was chosen for the MINX/SPHINX system

and wide acceptance by the community of reactor designers.

system is employed.

account for temperature

because of its economy

It allows MINX to com-

pute multigroup microscopic cross sections separately for each nuclide, the in-

fluence of the nuclear environment being reflected through input flux weighting

spectra, through background cross sections and equivalences, and through tempera-

ture and other material parameters.

This method is based on the narrow resonance approximation. It is most

appropriate for large systems containing some light elements, but various exten-
20,21

sions are being explored. The question of the adequacy of table interpola-

tion as opposed to on-line computation for the flux for the system of interest

has only begun
10

to be systematically addressed in terms of accuracy gained for

a given computational time penalty.

* D. Uncertainty Estimates

Recognized uncertainties in nuclear data have brought increasing attention

●
to the determination of nuclear design uncertainties consequent to uncertainties

in nuclear data. A component of this uncertainty is that introduced in processing

the data. Hence the algorithms employed for constructing, interpolating, and

3



integrating cross sections in MINX are intended to provide user control of compu-

tational errors (provided one assumes that the data base and weighting function

are known explicitly). The attempt to assign uncertainties due to multigroup pro-

cessing procedures is still under active development, particularly with respect

to combining uncertainties (which are clearly correlated) introduced and quanti-

fied at various stages of the processing. The goal of computing multigroup con-

stants to within some given accuracy assignment has, in many cases, led to “over

kill” and long processing times to achieve accuracies in some elements of the

multigroup data which may not merit such attention for specific problems. The

user control has, however, been extremely valuable in determining the sensitivity

of multigroup constants to factors such as integration mesh, Legendre series ex-

pansion truncation, and for general debug analysis. Since the design of

MINX was such that it was expected to be run very infrequently, the longer pro-

cessing times were accepted in the spirit of achieving the goal of reducing the

relative error in the processing to some known measure, well below existing un-

certainties in nuclear data. As with most computer program developments, a trade-

off always exists between accuracy and speed.

E. Paging Techniques and Variable Dimensioning

The paging technique developed initially in the RESEND
22

code was incorpo-

rated in MINX for the reconstruction of pointwise cross sections from resonance

parameters. It involves the manipulation of cross-section information one block

at a time. This block size is variable and permits processing of large amounts

of cross-section data without making huge storage demands on the computing hard-

ware. The method is now employed throughout the MINX code including not only

resonance reconstruction, but Doppler broadening, multigroup averaging, and compu-

tation of group-to-group matrices.

Efficient use of storage is essential in a large code like MINX. Variable

dimensioning techniques are used which store data in a single long array (in

blank common) using pointers to locate each quantity. No memory locations are

left unused at the end of arrays as in fixed dimensioned codes and storage loca-

tions can be used for different variables at different times. With variable di-

mensioning and paging, very large problems can be run with MINX.

F. BCD Format Data Files

MINX uses the ENDF/B BCD formatsl exclusively. The binary formats

would provide more efficient input/output, but they do not permit partitioning

of the very large cross-section vs energy tabulations required for data handling

4



of the pointwise library. Using BCD formats allows the data to be read in by

“pages” of convenient size. In addition, the current ENDF/B-IV binary formats

embed the lengths of tables to be read (such as interpolation, energy, cross sec-

tion) in the records themselves, thus making it difficult to assign pointers for

variable dimensioning without complex buffering schemes. In order to have a pro-

cessing code which is truly variably dimensioned and efficient, it is suggested

that the binary formats of ENDF/B be changed in the next version.

IIT..STRUCTURE AND STATUS OF MINX

MINX is coded in Standard FORTRAN-IV with data management, precision, and

other features particularly adapted alternatively to CDC and IBM computers.

MINX is currently operational on the CDC-7600 at Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

(LASL) and on the IBM 360/91 and 360/195 at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL).

The code is modular in structure and its output conforms to guidelines developed

by the Committee on Computer Code Coordination.
23

Many of the modules, such as

SIGMA1
24

and RESEND22 along with the ENDF/B utility modules, were provided by

other laboratories participating in the ENDF/B system. Modular structure, among

other advantages, opens possibilities of collaboration among developers of pro-
25 26

cessing codes such as AMPX and GALAXY. Indeed, MINX and SPHINX have already

been incorporated as part of the AMPX system.

The large-scale structure of MINX is illustrated in Fig. 1. Here the func-

tional blocks illustrated correspond to CDC main and primary overlays. Each

functional block typically contains secondary overlay levels and a number of

modules.

All ENDF/B data for the material or materials being processed (labeled

ENDF/B in the figure) are passed on BCD tapes from one functional block to another.

In the main, RESEND adds to the data stream cross sections reconstructed from

resolved resonance parameters; SIGMAl Doppler broadens these; UNRESR adds self-

shielded unresolved resonance contributions; TERROR computes the required multi-

group constants; and FOURC writes the multigroup cross sections, f-factors, and
13

matrices in CCCC-111 format. ETOPL formats cross sections for continuous

energy Monte Carlo codes. It is not a part of the MINX package.

5



I MINX -- main program

~

ENDF/ B RESEND 1

w’
W3

I
I

I

I

dETOPL

o

Monte

Carlo

w 4

oISOTXS

RKOXS

Fig. 1. Structure of MINX code illustrating functional blocks and data flow.

ETOPL13 is not a part of MINX.



IV. PROCESSING ALGORITHMS

A. Reconstruction of Infinitely Dilute Cross Sections (O K) in the Resolved

Energy Region from Resonance Parameters

Infinitely dilute, unbroadened point cross sections are obtained from re-
22

solved resonance parameters using a modified version of the RESEND program.

The code computes resonance contributions from File 2 in ENDF/B-IV, according to

the formalisms specified in the ENDF Formats and Procedures Manual,
1
for total,

elastic, fission,and capture cross sections. It then adds the background cross

sections given in File 3. The ENDF/B parametric resonance representations are

included in Appendix A for completeness and to establish notation.

The method used for reconstructing resonances is described in Appendix B.

The resulting cross sections represent the true function to within some specified

tolerance. The user must attempt to choose this accuracy criterion in a manner

that insures the adequacy of the tabular files in the widest range of applica-

tions, yet results in the smallest number of points. Typically,tables with

10 000 to 50 000 points per reaction type are generated when major isotopes are

reconstructed at O K with an accuracy of 0.1%.27 (See Table I.) Such high

accuracy files should be considered as a master data base which needs only to be

generated rarely.

The modifications to RESEND involve principally input/output assignments,

storage allocation, the construction of a new section for the potential scatter-
28

ing cross section (MT285), and a better procedure, suggested by C. R. Lubitz,

(Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory) and coded by P. F. Rose (Brookhaven National

TABLEI

DEPENDENCEOF TABLESIZE ON ACCURACY SPECIFICATION

FOR TOTAL CROSS SECTION

% Numberof Points in the Tabulation
Accuracy U-238 U-233 Fe

0.5 69282 1881 4176

1.0 49943 1300 2944

2.0 35302 927 2004

5.0 ‘22105 530 1263

7



Laboratory) to reformulate the calculation of multilevel Breit-Wigner elastic

scattering interference terms (involving a summation of quadratic interference

terms) so that the scattering resonance terms are summed before squaring.

After completion of this processing segment, a new ENDF/B tape (restriction

to 5000 permissible energy points suppressed) is available in BCD format; File 2

data is bare (no resonance parameters), and File 3 contains the O K pointwise

cross sections and unresolved-resonance cross sections at infinite dilution.

B. Exact Doppler Broadening of Tabulated Cross Sections

The SIGMAl kernel broadening method
24,29

takes advantage of the tabulation

of cross section vs energy (in ENDF/B format), with linear-linear interpolation

between tabulated values. Under these conditions, the Doppler broadening equa-

tion is solved assuming only an isotropic Maxwell-Gas model describing the ve-

locity distribution of the nuclei in the medium and nonrelativistic energies.

The resulting algorithm is quite general, does not include any energy or tempera-

ture restrictions, and is equally applicable to neutron or charged particle cross

sections.

The SIGMAl module reads the output from the RESEND module. Any logarithmic

or semi~ogarit~ic representations are converted to linearly interpolable func-

tions using the method described in Appendix C. The resulting linear-linear

table is then Doppler broadened (see Appendix D), thinned (see Appendix E), and

written onto the output “PENDF” file. This file is in ENDF/B BCD format except

the 5000 point ltiit has been removed. Subsequent temperatures are then “boot-

strapped” from the preceding temperature and written onto the PENDF file as addi-

tional “MATs” with the same material number but different temperatures. This

procedure takes advantage of the smoothing effect of Doppler broadening to speed

up the calculation. Paging is used throughout the calculation, so there is no

limit on the number of energy points in the cross section being broadened.

The modifications made to SIGMA1 include the following: input parameters

taken from COMMON, linearization routine added, selective material and tempera-

ture loops added, bootstrap and restart operation added, and broadening suppressed

for high-threshold reactions.

c. Determination of Effective Temperature-Dependent Self-Shielded “Pointwise”

Cross Sections in the Unresolved Energy Range

Since, by definition, in the unresolved energy range we do not know the

cross-section value for any particular energy point, an expected value (symboli-

zed by < >) is talcenover the distribution of resonance locations and widths.

8



The technique used follows (almost directly) that used in the ETOX5 code (the

technique was, in turn, adapted from the MC* code30). The effective cross sec-

tion at energy E is then obtained by evaluation of Eq. (l). A special ex-

pression is formulated for the self-shielded total cross section due to its re-

lationship to the transport cross section (see Appendix F).

OX(E,T)
< 1 + Ot(E,T)/a >

6X(E,T,SO) =
o

<
1

1 +Ot(E,T)/O >“
o

(1)

Unlike the resonance reconstruction and kernel broadening operations described

in Sec. IV A and Sec. IV B, the composition-dependent parameter CYois introduced

and Doppler broadening and self-shielding are done simultaneously in the UNRESR

routine which computes effective (flux-averaged) cross sections for fission,

capture, elastic scattering, and total. The primary modification to the ETOX

algorithm is associated with the integration technique used to establish the mean
31

values indicated in Eq. (l). The selection of energy mesh points, at which

the effective cross sections are calculated, has been modified to include the

energy points given in the ENDF/B file or, if the energy-independent formalism

was employed, points spaced at half-lethargy intervals. Effective cross sections

at intermediate energy points are obtained by

vary linearly between these points. Finally,

and background cross sections was changed for

assuming that the cross sections

the storage of resonance parameters

consistency with the RESEND module.

The explicit formulation for the UNRESR calculation is taken directly from
5

the ETOX program description and is included as Appendix F for completeness.

The change in the quadrature scheme is due to the fact that the earlier scheme
2 31

used in ETOX and MC generally overestimates both the capture cross section of

fertile isotopes (..0.3to -0.5%) and the fission cross section of fissile iso-

topes (.1.5 to 2.0%), but underestimates its capture as a consequence of over-

weighting the points with large partial widths. Thus, the evaluation of the

fluctuation integrals

9



cm

jlPp(x)dx PV(Y)f(x,y)dy = ~ ~ Aj~f(xj,yk) ,

0
j=l k=l

31
is now carried out with the quadrature set of Table II.

represent the ratio of elastic and fission widths relative

at a particular energy of interest.

Index
(f)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Index
J&)_

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

TABLE 11

UNRESOLVED INTEGRATION QUADMTURE

(2)

The x’s and y’s

to the mean values

Ordinates(XJ Degreesof Freedom,(P)

1 2 3 4

3.00135- 3 1.32192- 2 1.00045- 3 1.32192- 2

7.85929- 2 7.23496- 2 2.61976- 2 7.23496- 2

4.32824- 1 1.90895- 1 1.44275- 1 1.90895- 1

1.33453 3.95288- 1 4.44842- 1 3.95288- 1

3.04818 7.40834- 1 1.01606 7.40834- 1

5.82632 1.34983 1.94211 1.34983

9.94526 2.52980 3.31509 2.52980

1.57821+ 1 5.23849 5.26071 5.23949

2.39968+ 1 1.38218+ 1 7.99894 1.38218+ 1

3.62162+ 1 7.56475+ 1 1.20721+ J 7.56475+ 1

Weights(A) Degreesof Freedom(P)

1 2 3 4

1.11204- 1 3.37734- 2 3.33762- 4 1.76238- 3

2.35468- 1 7.93322- 2 1.85061- 2 2.15177- 2

2.84410- 1 1.28359- 1 1.23099- 1 8.09798- 2

2.24191- 1 1.76526- 1 2.99189- 1 1.87980- 1

1.09677- 1 2.13470- 1 3.34315- 1 3.01563- 1

3.04938- 2 2.11550- 1 1.77666- 1 2.96161- 1

4.29309-3 1.33652- 1 4.26959- 2 1.07756- 1

2.58270- 4 2.26306- 2 4.07606- 3 2.51719- 3

4.90320- 6 1.63136- 5 1.17661- 4 8.93604- 10

1.40792- 8 2.74538- 31 5.09895- 7 1.16454- 61

b

?

10



D. Calculation of Group-Averaged Cross Sections and Self-Shielding Factors

Assuming a weighting function of the form

where

$i(E,T,(Jo) : represents
flux to be

C(E) .. represents

the Bondarenko
used with this

(3)

model for the energy dependent
isotope,

the broad energy behavior of the
l/E, fission spectrum), ‘-

at(E,T) : is the energy-dependent total cross section
T for the isotope of interest, and

a_ : macroscopic total cross section per atom of

spectrum (e.g.,

at temperature

the isotope of
o

interest (spatial and lattice effects are subsequently
deduced by incorporation of equivalence principles through
00 parameter).

The group-averaged cross section of type x, for energy group g, of isotope i, at

temperature T, in a mixture of dilution a. is

( @i(E,T,Oo)O:(E,T)dE
-i
oxg(oo,T) =

1

.
@i(E,T,cJo)dE

g

Self-shielding or “f-factors” are then defined by

~i
(oo,T)

f;g (OO,T) = ~’g .

X,g(m,o)z

A special “total” cross section is calculated as

.

J#(E,T)C(E)dE
.

g [@E~T)%oj2

/

C(E)dE

g [O~(E,T)+Jo]2

(4)

(5)

(6)

11



reflecting the current weighting appropriate to its role in the transport equa-

tion (a slightly different form is used in the unresolved region). The justifi-

cation for this flux assumption is discussed in Appendix G.

Group cross sections are obtained by performing an integral of the type in

Eq. (4) in all energy ranges. Outside the unresolved range, the point cross sec-

tions are retrieved by linear interpolation from the PENDF file described in Sec.

IV B. Inside the unresolved range, the average cross sections are retrieved by

linear interpolation from a file written by the UNRESR mcdule discussed in Sec.

IV C. The integral over energy for each group is divided into a set of panels

defined by the union of the grid points for each of the functions appearing in

the integrand of Eq. (4). Since the energies at which the cross sections are

tabulated were chosen such as to represent the “true” behavior to a specified

accuracy, it is highly unlikely that any significant structure is missed. The

integration scheme actually employed in MINX is adaptive and based on Simpson’s
32

method. Such a scheme was chosen in the spirit of quantifying the integration

accuracy (for arbitrary behavior of an integrand) by convergence based upon adap-

tive iteration techniques. It is also common to integration performed elsewhere

in MINX (e.g., transfer matrices). However, it should be noted that such schemes

are generally quite time consuming and further work is currently underway to pro-

vide accuracy assurance with simpler, faster schemes. Infinitely dilute cross

sections are generated for all reactions appearing on the ENDF/B tape (or speci-

fied reactions, if desired) as well as the average number of neutrons per fission

(~), the average scattering cosine (V), and the average logarithmic energy de-

crement (~).

ture variable

The last three quantities are computed at O K as follows (tempera-

suppressed)

:(E)~:(E)C(E)dE

(7)

(8)

12



[
~i(E)Oe(E)C(E)dE

—i
Eg= 4g

J

.
oe(E)C(E)dE

g

(9)

Self-shielding factors are computed for the total, elastic, capture, fission, and

transport cross sections. The self-shielding factor for the elastic scattering

cross section is applied to the infinitely dilute transfer matrices (discussed

in the next section). The transport cross section is calculated using

Oitr g(oo,T) =u;&o,T) ~ ;,g(oo,T) ,- ;lO1 (lo)
s

i
where o

tlg
is the current weighted total cross section defined through Eq. (6).

E. Calculation of Multigroup Transfer Matrices for Two-Body Interactions Using

for

the Laboratory System

Most previous methods for the calculation of multigroup transfer matrices

elastic and discrete inelastic scattering involve integrals of the form

J
%

I(u)Pj(uL)Pk(wc)du
c’

‘g-l

(11)

with u representing the incident neutron lethargy, u
L
and Uc being the cosines

of the scattering angles in the laboratory and center-of-mass systems respec-

tively, I(u) representing collision density type terms, and the P’s standing for

Legendre polynomials. Since the lethargy is related to UC via a logarithm, and

is related to Uc via a square root,
‘L

the integral rapidly becomes quite in-

volved since the resulting expressions include integrals of Pj(uL) and ‘k(uc)

evaluated over finite limits.

tern

the

and

18.

If the scattering angular distributions are expanded in the laboratory sys-

rather than the center-of-mass, and the sink group integration performed in

laboratory cosine variable, then the algebra may be considerably simplified

the computing complexity reduced. This scheme is developed in detail in Ref.

13



Such a formulation leads to expressions for the group-to-group cross sec-

t~.onsof the form

K
w

I J

g
2k+l Pj(@Pk(w)du dE’‘g’-l No ~ ~ fk(E’)

Oj ‘~’
k=O ‘g-l

g’+g =
9

E

J

g’-l

Nj(E’)dE’
E
g’

(12)

where

J
g’%

E
g“Eg’-l

Nj(E’)

o(E’)

K

E
k=O

fk(E’)

Pj(Ol),Pk(u)

u ,U
g g-l

. th
J component of the group-to-group cross section for
neutron scattering from group g’ to group g,

lower and upper energy boundaries for group g’ ,

.th
J component of the weighting function at energy E’ ,

cross section for the two-body reaction at energy E’~

summation of K + 1 terms describing the scattering
angular distributions in the laboratory system ,

kth
expansion coefficient of the laboratory angular

distribution ,

Legendre polynomials of argument u, order j and k ,
respectively , and

laboratory cosines fixed by the scattering process for
particular source energy E’ and sink group boundaries E
and E g

g-1
, respectively.

It is noteworthy that the entire inner integral, which contains rapidly

fluctuating terms, is analytically integrable. Furthermore, its integrand is

14



symmetric in j

sive analysis.

b
Y=
jk

{a

Y

and k, and the Legendre polynomials are easily amenable to recur-

If

Pj(u)Pk(u)du

(13)

-l,k= ‘j,-l = 0 ‘

then

Y ()_2k+l j+l y
j ,k+l k+l 2j+1 j+l,k

()

+ 2k+l j
~~ ‘j-l,k

k_—
k+l ‘j,k-l “

(14)

The integration limits a and b are determined through the kinematics of the
18

scattering process and the relation to the multigroup energy boundaries.

Thus, the determination of multigroup transfer matrices is reduced to the

numerical evaluation of a single integral. This is performed with an adaptive

Simpson
32

method which uses a flexible energy mesh so that localized resonance

phenomena may be adequately represented. The integration technique is iterative

and converges to within a specified tolerance, utilizing an appropriate number

of points depending upon the variation of the integrand. Computationally, it is

important that the summation over k be inside the outer integration.

In the development leading to Eq.(12~ the scattering cross sections are

assumed to be independent of the direction of the incoming neutron. Furthermore,

the angular distribution of neutrons emerging from a given scattering interaction

is assumed to have cylindrical symmetry about the incident direction. The double-

valued region, i.e., neutrons of incident ener~

Q(A + 1)
<E<%

A – ‘A-1

is processed using the center-of-mass method described in Sec. IV F. The main

practical limitation of Eq. (12) is the determination of the number and values

for Legendre expansion coefficients of the scattering angular distribution

in the laboratory system. The number of terms required to represent an angular

15



distribution to a given accuracy is always at least as large as the number of

center-of-mass system Legendre coefficients, and is substantially larger for

light nuclei. Rather than completely reconstructing the angular distribution

over the entire range (-1 to +1) and determining the number of terms required

by examination of the fit in a linear least squares sense,
18

the scheme actually

implemented in MINX is based on examination of the differential angular distri-

bution at 0° and 180° (for which computation of Legendre polynomials simplifies

considerably) with respect to its sensitivity to successive terms in the series

expansion. The number of terms in the laboratory expansion is determined when

the forward and backward (O and 180°) scattering cross sections are reproduced

to within a user-specified tolerance.

F. Calculation of Multigroup Transfer Matrices for Two-Body Interactions Using
the Center-of-Mass System

In the double-valued region for discrete inelastic scattering, in the re-

gion of low effective mass near the inelastic threshold, and for light scatterers,

the laboratory expansion described above

such cases, MINX uses a direct numerical

tern. The elements of the group-to-group

becomes impossible or uneconomical. In

integration in the center-of-mass sys-

scattering matrix become

I E w
g’-l

4g_l ~

g
dE’o(E’)Nj(E’)

2k+l fcM
E

k (E’)Pk(uc)Pj(uL)du

g’ k2
c

.
~J

g’.+g =
.

E

I

g’-l

Nj(E’)dE’
(15)

E
g’

The integral over MC is performed by adaptive quadrature, and the energy integral

is performed as in Sec. IV E. This alternate calculation is used whenever it

takes more than 14 Legendre terms to describe the angular distribution in the

laboratory frame.

G. Multigroup Neutron Transfer Matrix Formulation for Scattering Reactions in
which the Outgoing Neutron Energy and Scattering Angle Are Uncoupled

The derivation of the expression for multigroup transfer matrices for pro-

cesses in which the outgoing neutron energy and scattering angle are uncoupled

is more straightforward than that required in Sec. IV E. The definition is

.

.
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●

☛

J,% =

where

J,+g

E

~1

g-1 g’-l
No(E’)oj(E’+E)dE’dE

E, J

9

E’,E
g‘‘Eg’-l

Nj(E’)

CTj(E’+E)

J
E
g’-l

No(E’)dE’
E 3
g’

(16)

. th= J Legendre component of the group-to-group matrix for

scattering from group gfito group g ,

source energy E’ in source group g’ bounded by E and
Eg,_l (similarly for sink energy E), g’

.th
J Legendre component of the neutron angular flux
weighting function , and

jth
Legendre component of the microscopic differential

scatte~ing cross-section (note that fission and (n,2n)
may be included within the scattering definition).

The differential scattering cross section may be represented explicitly as

a(E’+E,~’*_) = m(E’)o(E’)p(E’+E)t(E’,ti,) ,

where

IU(E’)

o(E’)

p(E’+E)

t(E’,wL)

O(E’+E,~’-_)

Note that for
p@t+E) is ~~su~ed

JJ

multiplicity of the reaction ,

cross section for the reaction,

neutron energy distribution (probability)
from E’ to E within a differential energy

angular distribution of neutrons emerging

differential scattering cross section for

(17)

for scattering
bin dE,

from scattering,

neutrons

the reactions under consideration, the energy distribution

to be completely separable from the angular distribution

t(E’,uL). Here, the angular distribution is also assumed to depend only upon

cosine of the scattering angle (WL = ~’.g). The formulation which follows is

quite general in that it imposes no restriction on the order of scattering.

the

17



With these approximations to the differential scattering cross section, the

Legendre component of the transfer matrix becomes

oj(E’+E) = m(E’)O(E’)p(E’+E)Tj(E’) ,

where

Tj(E’) =
f

t(E’,wL)Pj(uL)dQ’ .

Substitution of Eq. (18) into Eq. (16) results in

E

I J g-1‘g’-ldEfN(E’)m(E’)O(E’)Tj(E’) E p(E’+E)dE
E j
g’ g

~j, .

g%=

f

E
g’-l

Nj(E’)dE’
E
g’

(18)

(19)

(20)

The flexibility of ENDF/B permits each of the energy distributions p(E’+E),

to be broken down into partial energy distributions fk(E’+E) where each of the

partial distributions can be described by different analytic representations

p(E~+E) =
z

pk(E’)fk(E’+E) ,

k

(21)

with the fractional probabilities pk summed over all k being normalized to

unity. The secondary spectra p(E’+E) is normalized, such that

I
E’
max

p(E’+E)dE = 1 ,
0

(22)

where ELx is a function of the incident neutron energy (E’). If one defines

Z~(E’) =m(E’)O(E’)Tj (E’)Pk(E’)Nj(E’) , (23)

and substitutes Eqs. (21) and (23) into Eq. (16), one obtains the expression for

the multigroup transfer matrix which is evaluated numerically (because fk(E’+E)

.

.

is not separable in E and Et)

18



E

z~
‘g’-l ~E,

f

g-1
Z:(E’) ~ fp(E’-+E)dE

k ‘g’ g- .

rEd-l

(24)

J- N (E’)dE’
Egt j

MINX evaluates Eq. (24) for all the types of File 5 representations.

H. Treatment of Fission Matrices and Spectra (Fission Chi)

The present version of MINX does not produce a full fission transfer matrix.

Most existing reactor codes require the normalized fission spectrum, or Chi vec-

tor, defined by

J[dE1 dE V(E’)rSf(Et)X(E’+E)$(E!)

Xg =
9

J
dE’V(E’)of(Ef)@(E?)

(25)

where E’ and E are the initial and final neutron energies, v is the fission

yield (from File 1 of the ENDF/B tape), of is the fission cross section (from

File 3), x is the normalized fission neutron spectrum (from File 5), and $

is the neutron flux. This is clearly an application-dependent quantity due

to its dependence on the flux at all energies. However, x is often a slowly

varying function over the most important range of incident energies; therefore,

the multigroup x can be approximated by

fXg”g dEX(E*+E) , (26)

where E* is some energy in the range of interest. This is a good approximation

for fission reactor applications and has been widely used. MINX uses E* = 1 MeV.

The ENDF/B-IV files have a more sophisticated representation of the fission

process than the earlier version. First, second, third, and fourth chance fission

are represented explicitly by the (n,f), (n,n’f), (n,2nf), and (n,3nf) reactions.

The spectra of fission neutrons from the last three reactions include a scat-

tering type of energy dependence which improves the accuracy of the representa-

tion of fission at high energies. The current version of MINX only uses the

MT18 energy spectrum.



v. CCCC OUTPUT FORMATS

The MINX code was written to provide multigroup constants for the interface
11,23

system specified by the Committee on Computer Code Coordination. The role

of MINX in this system is made clear by Fig. 2. The CCCC ISOTXS (isotope cross

section) and BRKOXS (self-shieldingfactors) files are generated in a fine group

structure using MINX to process ENDF/B data. These files are combined into li-

braries and transmitted between installations using LINX

sary or convenient, the multigroup sets can be collapsed
34

ture using CINX. Finally, the SPHINX9 code is used to

macroscopic cross sections and to perform a space-energy

is a set of few group cross sections suitable for use in

ation calculation.

and BINX.33 Ifneces-

to a coarser group struc-

combine isotopes into

collapse. The result

a reactor design or oper-

The CCCC Version III ISOTXS and BRKOXS output interface files are generated

in the FOURC module. (The formats for these two files are listed in Appendix
HII,23

for reference.) This module reads cross sections, f-factors, fission chi

vectors (all from the MULTIG stored file) and transfer matrix elements (from the

MULTIX file), sums and reorders them, and computes associated pointers, band-

widths, etc. Quantities such as isotope name and fission energy release which

are not available from MINX must be entered by the user.

The following restrictions and variations should be noted:

Storage. FOURC requires a storage area for matrices of !h(n+l)/2 words

where 1!is the number of Legendre terms and n is the number of groups. This

labeled COMMON area is dimensioned for 12 000 words (this is enough for P4

matrices with 68 groups). It can easily be increased if a large machine or ex-

tended core storage is available to the user.

Blocking. Transfer matrices are sub-blocked so that there is a record for

each final energy group containing elements for all Legendre orders and all

initial energy groups.

Cross Sections. The elastic, inelastic, (n,2n), and elastic removal cross

sections are obtained by summing the final energy groups for the associated mat-

rix and dividing by the multiplicity. All other cross sections are obtained from

MULTIG.

F-factors. The “total” f-factor contains the current weighted value from

MINX, and the “transport” f-factor contains the value computed in MINX (see Sec.

IVD).

20



User input

library
specifications

structure
flux

structure
mixture
geometry

0ENDF1 B

SPHINX

-

1, 2, 3-d burnup
transport, codes

ar1, 2, 3-d
diffusion

Fig. 2. Outline of CCCC interface system for generating multigroup constants
for fast reactor analysis.
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ded.

Sec.

Chs. Set chi vectors or matrices, or isotope chi matrices, are not provi-

The isotope chi vector was computed in MINX by an approximate method (see

IV H).

Potential Scattering. The potential scattering is obtained from MLJLTIG.

It was computed using the full spin-dependent formula for o and may not be mean-
P

ingful above the resonance range.

Energy Release Parameters. Values quoted for the average energy released

in fission (EFISS) were obtained through a linear interpolation and extrapola-

tion of data quoted by M. F. James
35

for four fissionable isotopes. This pro-

cedure resulted in uncertainties which are probably in the vicinity of 2%. The

calculation of the energy released through neutron capture (ECA.PT)was performed

by adding the Q-value
36

of the initial capture to the energy released through

the eventual decay of the residual nucleus to a stable isotope. Dominant modes

of decay and their associated energies were taken from the Table of Iso-
37

.L!?IES” Calculation of the average energy released locally in beta decay (i.e.,

the energy not associated with the neutrino) was performed according to the for-

mula

z (6) = 0.511 <w-l> , (26)

where

<w-1> = W06- 2W05 + 5W02 - 6w0 + 2 ,

2~05 - 20W02 + 30W0 - 12

and

E
Wo = max(~) +,

.

(27)

(28)
0.511

In the above formulation, Emax(b) is the maximum energy available to the

electron in the decay. All energies are given in MeV. Energy values for EFISS

and ECAPT were quoted in joules where the conversion factor is,

1 MeV = 1.602 X 10-13J .

Other Output Formats.

nal interface files contain

22

It should be noted that the MLJLTIGand MULTIX inter-

all the group constants computed by MINX in simple

“

.

.



binary records. Therefore, special installation-dependent formats can be con-

structed by replacing the FOURC module with a new program designed to read

MULTIG and MULTIX. NO modifications to the main body of MINX should be required.

m.

sets

MINX INPUT PREPARATION

The user’s input cards are prepared as described below. Note that some
1

of cards use the ENDF/B BCD formats.

Card Type 1 (20A4) “Title”

TITLE - Descriptive information.

Card Type 2 (615) “Control”

MAT1 Lower ENDF/B MAT number to be processed.

MAT2 - Upper ENDF/B MAT number.

NOTAPE - Start and restart options.

= O, start from beginning using only ENDF/B tape on unit 20.

= 1 restart from existing PENDF tape on unit 21 and ENDF/B
on unit 200

= 2 restart from partially completed PENDF on unit 12 and
ENDF/B tape on unit 20 (restart card required).

LPRINT - Print control (O max, 1 rein).

- Number of temperatures (in addition to O K), NTMP ~ 1.

NSIG - Number of background cross sections (in addition to infin-
ity), NSTG~ 1.

Card Type 3 (I5,2E1O.O) “Restart”

Only read if NOTAPE=2.

NDONE - Number of temperatures successfully completed (counting O K).

RESLO Upper and lower energy limits for Doppler thinning. Nor-
RJ3SHI - reallylimits of resolved resonance range.

Card Type 4 (4E1O.O) “Tolerances”

ERRl - Resonance reconstruction tolerance (fractional).

ERLIN - Linearization tolerance (fractional).

ERTHN - Thinning tolerance (fractional).

ERINT - Adaptive integration tolerance (fractional).

Card Type 5 (6E1O.O) “Temperatures”

TB - Temperatures in degrees Kelvin (O K is done automatically).

Card Type 6 (6E1O.O) “Sigma Zeroes”

SIGPT - Background cross sections in barns (infinite is done auto-
matically).

23



Card Type 7 (1615) “Options”

JTERMS

LTERMS

IGRID

IWT

NENPTS

NEWT

NOREAC(l) -

ICHOP

Number of Legendre orders for scattering matrices (“l” means
“PO” only).

Number of Legendre orders for a user-supplied weight
function.

Energy group structure.

. 1,

= 2,

= 3,

= 4,

= 5,

= 6,

= 7,

read in by user-

CSEWG 239 group + dump group.

GAM-11 100 group.

SAND-II 620 group.

LASL 30 group.

GAM-I 68 group.

RRD 50 group.

Smooth weight function.

= 1, constant.

= 2, l/E.

= 3, thermal + l/E + fission.

= 4, read in by user.

Number of energy points in group structure if IGRID = 1
(number of groups plus one).

Number of energy points in weight function if IWT = 4.

Selects reactions to be processed.

= -1, reactions specified for CCCC-111 format, (also
triggers CCCC output processing).

= O, everything on ENDF/B tape.

= N, the 2 <NC50 reactions read in below (MTl and MT2 must
be proces~e~).

If not zero, reduce group structure to a 15 MeV maximum.

Card Type 8 (1615) “Reactions”

Only read if NOREAC(l) is greater than zero.

NOREAC(N) - Reaction MTs to be processed, include MTl and MT2 first.

Card Type 9 (LIST) “Group bounds”

Only read if IGRID = 1.

NENPTS Group energies as an ENDF/B LIST record: (44X,111/(6Ell.0)).
ENPTS Increasing or decreasing order.

.

.

.

.
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Card Type 10 (TAB1) “PO weight”

Only read if IWT = 4 and LTERMS = 1.

ENFLX Tabulation of P. weight function in ENDF/B TAB1 form (see
FLUXL

Ref. 1 for detailed format). Low energy to high.

Card Type 11 (TAB2/LIST) “P~ weights”

Only read if IWT = 4 and LTERMS > 1.

ENFLX - Tabulations of Po, PI,... weights using a TAB2 record with
FLUXL

slave LIST records for each energy (see Ref. 1 for detailed

format). Low energy to high.

Card Type 12 (4E11.0) “Analytic Weight”

Only read if IWT = 3.

TB - Temperature (eV) for thermal Maxwellian.

EB - Break energy (eV) between Maxwellian region and l/E
region.

TC - Temperature (eV) for fission spectrum.

EC - Break energy (eV) between l/E region and fission spectrum
region.

Card Type 13 (12A6) “Set ID”

Only read if NOREAC(l) = -1.

HSETID - Descriptive label for CCCC files.

Card Type 14 (5A6,216,2E12.0)“CCCC data”

Only read if NOREAC(l) = -1. See Ref. 21 for detailed specifications of
these parameters.

HUSE(2)

HISONM

HABSID

HMAT

IVERS

KBR

EFISS

ECAPT

User identification.

Isotope name.

Absolute isotope label.

ENDF/B material number.

Version number for CCCC file.

Isotope classification.

Fission energy release (W-Sec/Fiss).

Capture energy release (W-Sec/Capt).

Most of the card specifications are self-explanatory or will be made clear

by”the sample input decks below. Since the production of the pointwise data

library (PENDF)

The user should

with NOTAPE = 1

is expensive, it is important to understand the restart options.

always arrange

for subsequent

to save the contents of unit 21. It can be used

multigroup processing with different conditions.
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Recovery from “time limit” during Doppler broadening can be obtained by using

NOTAPE = 2 along with card type 3 if unit 21 was saved.

Deck 1. 50 group CCCC library run from scratch.

$J33(\A~E=T2’4ACFA?L, CL= J, AC=T22\J3Y, J&ZQ5>ZC 1’16322PLC=43H43PR

*1

3.235?-11 1.7h84-12

Continue as in deck 1.

Deck 3. Restart from partial PENDF tape to add an additional temperature.

Continue as in deck 1.

Deck 4. User defined group structure and weight function starting from
existing PENDF tape.
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VII. CODTNG DETAILS

The MINX code is large and complex (almost 15 000

200 subroutines), but an attempt has been made to keep

using standard FORTRAN, modular organization, and many

features of the coding of special interest to the user

A. Non-Fatal Diagnostics

The user should note the following messages:

source statements and

it understandable by

comment cards. Some

are discussed below.

“NOT CONVERGED FROM [El] TO [E2] [n] POINTS GENERATED” From RESEND

Code cannot add more than 500 points between any two resonance centers. Expec-

ted accuracy will not have been achieved.

“TEST FOR 5 DECIMAL PLACES REJECTED [n] POINTS” From RESEND. The BCD ENDF/B

formats used in MINX allow for five figures after the decimal. If two energy
238

values are identical to this precision, one is removed (example: U). Ex-

pected accuracy will not have been achieved.

“NEG SIGMA SET TO ZERO IN LINIZE [El [o] [MT]” From LINIZE. Because of

inadequate single-level Breit-Wigner representations for elastic scattering

resonances, negative cross sections are possible in the interference dips below

each resonance (example: 238U). MINX sets these negative cross sections to

zero.

“ENERGY [n] NOT CONVERGED IN CONVTD” From CONVTD. It was not possible to

represent the angular distribution at the indicated energy with a Legendre ex-

pansion of order 20. Expansion truncated.

B. Fatal Error Exits

There are many conditions that may require MINX to halt execution. These

error exits are numbered as described below. All exits are made through the

ERROR subroutine.

Error From Definition

2 Point 3 Available storage exceeded

3 Point 3 Available storage exceeded

4 Point 4 Available storage exceeded

5 Point 5 Available storage exceeded

6 Point 6 Available storage exceeded

7 Point 7 Available storage exceeded

8 Point 8 Available storage exceeded

9 Point 9 Available storage exceeded

10 UCPRC Available storage exceeded
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11

23

110
133

134

140

152

181

182

183

201

202

203

204

205

206

297

298

299

300

315

500

516

526

537

582

747

810

815

820

843

850

910

UCPRC

UNIND

ECSI

TERP1

TERP1

DBTERP

UCPREP

ISLIN1

ISLIN1

ISLIN1

RDBW

RDuNRl

RDUNR2

RDNORP

RDAA

CSAA

CSMLBW

CSMLBW

CSMLBW

RPTAB

GRATE

COMBR

TMFl

GETIN

TERPO

RANGE

GETSIG

CONT

TMAT

WTFN

GETFK

GETWFJ

XMBAN

Available storage exceeded

Unionization pointer error

Interpolation code out of range

Interpolation code out of range

Zero or negative value cannot be interpolated by logs.

Unable to find interpolation code

No fission cross section present

xl is greater than X2

XM is less than Xl

XM is greater than X2

Exceeded available storage

Exceeded available storage

Exceeded available storage

Exceeded available storage

Exceeded available storage

Illegal LI value

Illegal J value

Too many J values required for this L

Statistical sum incorrect

Unable to find interpolation code

Interpolation table incorrect

Interpolation table incorrect

Illegal value of LNU in File 1

Cannot find desired point

Invalid interpolation scheme or X out of range

Cannot find desired point

End-of-file on unresolved tape

Requested record incorrect or missing

Unable to find requested material on tape

Energy range error

Interpolation table error

Interpolation table error

CCCC matrix storage exceeded

Error 910 can be corrected by enlarging /MATRIX/ in XMBAN on IBM machines or

moving it to Large Core Memory (LCM) on CDC 7600’s.
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c. Subroutine Identification

Subroutine Function

MINX - The program driver which calls various overlay structures.
Core requirement and page size initialization is also done.

ERROR - Error exit routine. Forces system exit and returns last loca-
tion read from ENDF tape. Contains list of all error messages
in MINX.

BANNER - Write MINX banner on listing.

RUINA - Reads first part of user’s input.

CMEND - Copies up to and including the MEND record of an ENDF/B data
tape; will read and write or only read (BCD only).

CFEND - Copies to the end of an ENDF/B data file; will read and write
or only read (BCD only).

MEND - Reads ENDF/B records and will skip to the next MEND card (BCD
only).

FEND - Reads ENDF/B records and will skip to the next FEND card (F3CD
only).

CONTIN - Reads in one ENDF/B control record (BCD only).

CONTOT - Write out one ENDF/B control record (BCD only).

CXFP - Converts floating point numbers to maximum ENDF/B permitted
significant digits.

SEND - Copies one ENDF/B section from one unit to another (BCD only).

REED - Binary reading subroutine for all CCCC interface files.

RITE - Binary writing subroutines for all CCCC interface files.

STOW - Storage of one vector into another at a specified starting
address.

ISLIN1 - Used to linearize all pointwise File 3 data. The routine finds
for a given interpolation type the point XM between X2 and Xl at
which the interpolate differs most from a linear-linear interpo-
late.

TERP1 Used to interpolate for one point using ENDF/B interpolation
laws.

OVERLAY 1,0 (First Phase of Pointwise Cross Section Generation)

Subroutine Function

RESEND - Generate infinitely dilute unbroadened point cross sections in
the ENDF/B format. Pointwise cross sections are produced by
combining the File 2 resonance parameter data with the File 3
background cross-section data. The combi~ing and generation of
the pointwise data is done to within a specified tolerance.
Uses two secondary overlays.

DUMFIL

ZEROC

- Write a dummy File 1 and File 2 for ENDF/B.

- Zeroes out an ENDF/B control record.
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OVERLAY 1,1 (Second Phase of PoifitwiseCross-Section Generation)

Subroutine

PROF2

SIGMAP

RDFIL2

SIGMA

DUMPCS

RDBW

RDNORP

RDUNR1

RDUNR2

CSNORP

CSSLBW

CSMLBW

CSUNRI.

CSUNR2

FACTS

FACPHI

UNFAC

GNRL

INTERF

INTER

MESH

Function

Processes ENDF/B File 2 data (resonance parameters) and stores
the calculated cross sections on a scratch unit.

Computes pointwise potential scattering cross section which is
written on PENDF tape as MT285.

Reads the ENDF/B File 2 data and stores parameters in blank
common.

Calculates the cross section at an energy point from resonance
data stored in blank common.

Dumps N entries from vector E and array CS and updates the
next starting location.

Reads in one section consisting of resolved Breit-Wigner
parameters. Also used for single, multilevel or Reich-Moore
data.

Reads one ENDF/B section which contains no resonance parameters.

Reads one ENDF/B section consisting of unresolved (energy-
independent) parameters.

Similar to RDUNRl, only reads in the energy-dependent unresolved
resonance parameters.

Calculates potential scattering cross section for an isotope
without resonance parameters.

Calculates single-level Breit-Wigner cross section at given
energy and for one section.

Calculates multilevel Breit-Wigner cross section at given
energy and for one section.

Calculates unresolved resonance region cross section (infinite
dilution and O K) for single-level Breit-Wigner (energy-inde-
pendent) parameters.

Same as for CSUNRI.only for energy-dependent parameters.

Calculates penetration and shift factors.

- Calculates phase shift.

Calculates the penetrability factor and phase shift.

Calculates fluctuation integrals for unresolved resonances.

Interpolates fission widths for unresolved representation.

Interpolates energy-dependent unresolved resonance parameters.

Prepares a table of energy vs cross sections based on an
optimum mesh. The mesh is generated starting from a fixed set
of nodes and sub-dividing intervals until convergence is ob-
tained in each interval. (See write-up for more specific de-
tails on convergence.)

.

.

.

●
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ORDER

RDAA

CSAA

Sorts N elements of an array into ascending floating point
order.

Reads one section of resolved Adler-Adler parameters and
stores in blank common.

Calculates the multilevel Adler-Adler cross sections at energy
point for one section.

OVERLAY 1,2 (Final Phase of Pointwise Cross-Section Generation)

Subroutine

PROF3

MKSECT

RD’rABx

PRSECT

COMBR

STORS

FINDX

FINDB

FINDR

LOADR

LOADB

Function

Control Program for combining ENDF/B File 3 data with the
resonance cross sections.

Produces a section by processing resonance data into a TAB1
format. Routine is used when there is no background.

Reads the first part of a TAB1 record including interpolation
law.

Write out a File 3 section in ENDF/13format.

Combine resonance cross sections with File 3 backgrounds.

Used to store energy and cross section points on a scratch unit.

Logical retrieval routine for summed data.

Logical retrieval system for File 3 background data.

Logical retrieval system for resonance data.

Logical page loader for resonance data.

Logical page loader for File 3 data (BCD only).

OVERLAY 2,0 (Doppler Broadening and Linearization)

Subroutine

SIGMAl

FILE3

TABFIN

THINB

BROADN

EN?

ERYC

Function

The control program for Doppler broadening and linearization
of the data. All data is linearized to specified tolerance
prior to any Doppler broadening.

Used to load data into core and Doppler broaden it one page at
a time. (In Doppler broadening, a page is defined as 1002 or
fewer points).

Used to copy a section of broadened and/or thinned data from
core to result output file.

Used to thin broadened data to within a specified tolerance.
If criteria is zero, no thinning is performed.

Used to exactly Doppler broaden the cross sections at a portion
of the energies corresponding to the original cross section.

Defines functions which appear in Doppler broadening calcula-
tions.

Calculates

Calculates

error function for specific value.

complimentary error function for specific value.
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- Defines functions which appear in Doppler broadening calcula-
tion.

RDTABX Reads first part of TAB1 record including the interpolation
law.

LINIZE Linearizes ENDF/B data to the material end (MEND) card.

GETIN - Retrieves MT data pairs from current section being linearized.

OVERLAY 3,0 (Unresolved Calculation)

Subroutine Function

UNRESR - Control of unresolved resonance region. Computes unresolved
resonance cross sections and stores on tape for retrieval by
GETSIG.

RDUNF2 - Reads unresolved resonance parameters from File 2 of ENDF/B
tape.

RDUNF3 - Reads background cross sections from File 3.

UNRESL - Computes effective cross sections in the unresolved region
using ETOX method.

UNFAC - Calculates the penetrability factor and phase shift.

INTERF Interpolates fission widths for unresolved representation 1.

INTER - Interpolates energy-dependent unresolved resonance parameters.

QUICKW - Used to calculate 4 and x line shape functions.

Calculates J and K integrals (see Sec. IV-E).

wTAB&w - Generates table of complex probability integral W.

OVERLAY 4,0 (Main Control of Group Averaging of Cross-Section Information)

Subroutine Function

TERROR - Main driver and control for group averaging of pointwise cross
section and calculation of all transfer matrices.

POINT1 - Used to calculate a set of flexible dimension pointers.

RUINB Used to read in the users input parameters for group averaging
and transfer matrix calculations. Also defines several 1/0
units used in group averaging.

ECSI Computes integral of y(x) (ENDF/B slave routine).

GRATE Integrates a TAB1 ENDF/B function (ENDF/B slave routine).

LIST Reads in an ENDF/B LIST record and stores record (ENDF/B slave
routine).

TAB2 Reads in an ENDF/B TAB2 record.

TA2FX - Used to read a TAB2 record which has been written in floating
point.

.

.

.

.

CONT Reads and checks six types of control records. Also notes
information on scratch file while looking for information
(modified ENDF/B slave routine).
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TAB1

HOLL

TABFIX

TMAT

TMFl

TMF3

TPOS

RUSEG

XL15

WTFN

POTNT2

POINT3

RITFL

POINT4
POINTS
POINT6
POINT7

SIMPSN
QNC7

READF

LABF

GENTM

TT
BB

- Used to read an ENDF/B TAB1 record (modified ENDF/B slave
routine).

Used to read Hollerith information on ENDF/B tape. Reads
one record (card) and then write out. Does not store single
record (card) information (modified ENDF/B s-e routine).

- Used to read an ENDF/B TAB1 record which has been written in
floating point.

- Used to search and position (ENDF/B slave routine).

- Used to read an ENDF/B File 1 information (ENDF/B slave
routine).

- Used to read information in File 3 of an ENDF/B tape for a
particular reaction (MT) type (ENDF/B slave routine).

- Used to position ENDF/B tape to a particular file (MF)
(E~F/B slave routine).

- Used to read in group structure or to structure the standard
group structures available to user.

- Used to squeeze part of group structure above 15 MeV into
equal small groups below 15 MeV. Used on option only.

- Used to read in an arbitrary weight function as given by the
user.

- Used to establish pointers for flexible dimensioning of program.

- Used to establish pointers for flexible dimensioning of program.

- Used to flag write option. If on, then various ENDF/B files
will be written on BCD scratch files.

- Used to establish pointers for flexible dimensioning of program.

- Adaptive integration routines, two are used in cases of double
integrations.

- Used to read in the angular distribution functions of the
secondary neutrons and store them in the laboratory reference
system.

- Used to calculate transformation matrix (elastic only) if
required, and to perform the necessary operations to get
secondary angular distributions in the laboratory system; also,
stores the laboratory angular distributions.

- Used to calculate l/A expansion to a specified tolerance in
addition to finding largest order of angular expansion.

- Used to generate data for transformation matrix.
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CONVTD - Used to convert angular distributions which are given as
probabilities to Legendre coefficients. Calculation is done
to within a specified tolerance by use of least squares
criteria.

ARGE - Used to calculate integrands employed in testing the conver-
gence of calculating Legendre coefficients from probability
distributions.

TERPO - Used to interpolate within a given vector.

GETESX - Finds the particular cross section for a specific energy and
interpolation code.

GETFK - Finds the particular Legendre coefficient for a specific
energy and interpolation code - laboratory coefficient.

GETCFK - Finds the particular Legendre coefficient at a specific energy
and interpolation code - center-of-mass coefficient.

GETWFJ - Finds the particular weight function at a specific energy.

ISRCH - Binary search routine.

Pm - Used to determine weight function for constant, I/E, and
l/E + fission + thermal.

CDEF - Used to calculate l/E + fission + thermal.

STORE - Used to store cross sections and interpolation information.

RPTAB - Used to read in one page of data from ENDF/B tape.

UNIND - Used to unionize data in the integration procedure.

UNINIT - Used to initialize parameters for unionization of data in
integration procedure.

OVERLAY 4,1 (Smooth Averaging)

Subroutine Function

SMOOTH - Control program for the smooth averaging and f-factor cal-
culation of ENDF/B pointwise cross sections

GRUPXS - Routine initializes parameters and pointers, monitors the
flow of calculation, editing of calculations and proper
storage of calculated cross-section information

INTXS - This routine reads in the pages of data required for cal-
culation. Once the proper pages are in core, the corres-
ponding integration limits are determined, and the data for
the limits is unionized on the energy mesh.

GPXSEC - Used to calculate the integrand (numerator and denominator)
for the smooth averaging of cross-section information

GETSIG - Used to interpolate for reaction cross section after ob-
taining the correct cross-section points. Uses unresolved
cross section if needed and will retrieve unresolved data
from tape as required.
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RANGE

mm

Used to find the index for the first poimt in a vector which
is greater than or equal to some input point. Keeps track
of where it was in the vector.

Editing routine which puts proper labels and reaction type
information for each reaction process.

OVERLAY 4.2 (Elastic and Discrete Inelastic Transfer)

Subroutine

TRANFR

INTWF

YJLZJL

AFKCM

GGESXS

GETKTR

GGISXS

FGTN

ARG

ARIND

IJXFCM

LABEXP

GETP

XPAN

STORE

Function

Main driver for the elastic and discrete inelastic transfer
calculation. Controls input of cross-section information
and positioning of the ENDF/B tape.

Computes the integral of the input weighting function which
is used in the denominator of the transfer cross-section
calculation.

Calculates integral of PK(u)PJ(u)du over interval A to B
(see main write up).

Calculates the inner integrand for center-of-mass expansion
whose data is given in center-of-mass.

Heart of the group-to-group elastic scattering calculation.
Reads in required pages of cross section, performs necessary
operations and output transfer cross sections onto MULTIX.

Used to determine the largest number of angular terms re-
quired in the angular expansion for a particular energy group.

Heart of the group-to-group discrete inelastic scattering
calculation. Reads in required pages of cross sections,
performs necessary operations, and outputs transfer cross
sections onto an interface tape.

Calculates Legendre coefficients in the laboratory system for
discrete inelastic. Employed if original angular distributions
are given in center-of-mass system.

Calculates the integrand for the elastic group-to-group cal-
culation. Does calculation for each energy specified by the
adaptive integration scheme.

Same as ARG only for discrete inelastic transfer.

Used in discrete inelastic system transformation. Multiplies
the center-of-mass Legendre coefficients by the transforma-
tion matrix.

Determines a quasi-optimal number of angular expansion terms
required in the group-to-group calculation (see Sec. IV-E).

Used by XPAN to find the correct Legendre polynomial
(correct order and value).

Calculates the various integrands required by LABEXP in
determining the number of terms required in angular expansion.

Used to store data from one vector to another.
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SKINTS - Calculates the maximum energy loss during discrete inelastic
scattering.

CRITS - Calculates critical points for discrete inelastic scattering
to a particular final group (the inverse of SKINTS).

OVERLAY 4,3 (Calculation of Continuum Transfer Matrices)

Subroutine

CONTSC

UCPREP

UCPRC

POINT8

POINT9

POINTA

STLF1l

STLF12

STRPMl

SFPAR

STLF13

STLF31

STLF51

STLF71

STLF53

STLF72

STLF91

STLF92

STLF1O

UCCAL

SOURCE

UNLF1

Function

- Control of continuum scattering multigroup transfer
calculation.

Reads the ENDF/B tape and finds the various continuum pro-
cesses. MINX processes all continuum processes that are
on the ENDF/B tape.

Reads in File 4 and File 5 information for continuum and
calls routines which calculates pointers and store informa-
tion.

Calc~lates pointers for stofing of probability table.

- Calculates pointers for storing interpolation tables.

- Calculates pointers for storage of scattering functions
when they are not analytic models.

I- Storage and editing routines for various continuum laws.

- Heart of group-to-group continuum scattering calculation.
Reads in required pages of cross section, performs necessary
operations and outputs transfer matrices.

- Calculates the integrand of the transfer calculation at the
energy specified by adaptive integration scheme at the
correct secondary law.

- Control of law 1 - seeks correct function value for input
incident energy.

.

.

●

✎
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QKCK

UHLP1

GEE

. GETGP

DBTERP

. UNLF3

UNLF5

UNLF7
UNL7A

UNLF9

UNLF1O

STOOR

EDITUC

CALPT

GETDAT

LOC

CSUM

Used in law 1 to calculate the limit of final energy which
will be later used to see if in correct energy region.

Used in law 1 to generate a function for given incident
energy by use of surrounding data.

Calculates inner integrand for the law 1 calculation.

Fetches correct probability value for incident energy value.

Used by law 1 to perform double interpolation.

Seeks correct function value for input incident energy for
law 3. (Obsolete)

Calculates correct function value for input incident energy
for law 5.

Calculates correct function value for input incident energy
for law 7; UNL7A will perform the inner integral for this law.

Calculates correct function value for input
for law 9.

Calculates correct function value for input
for law 10.

Stores data from one vector to another.

incident energy

incident energy

Upon option this routine will edit secondary energy dis-
tribution data.

Increment various pointers used to store data.

Fetches correct secondary distribution data if such is
not analytic.

Finds the correct row, column index for matrix stored as
a vector.

Calculates column sum of matrix.

OVERLAY 5,0 (CCCC Output)

Subroutine

FOURC

ESTRC

FCSX

XINCOM

XMBAN

SUMCIM
SUNCIM

CISE’C

Function

Primary control of CCCC output

Restores energy grid to obtain
ginning of blank common.

files (ISOTXS and BRKOXS).

more core; stores at be-

Reads in required cross sections and f-factors.

Used to combine transfer matrices and to determine band widths
for all scattering processes and to store all data in proper
CCCC structure.

Used to clear, store, and write various scattering matrices
for the CCCC format.

Adds constants to specified

Used to set up file control

—

elements of a vector.

of ISOTXS file.
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CISFD

CIFID

CISIL

CISXS

CISSB

LOC

GPXSX

CISOTX

CBRKXS

BRFID

BRFC

BRFD

BRSSF

BRSSFR

XDvx

SSFS

BRXS

WOT

WOT8

WOTI

PISOTX

PIFID

PBFID

PBRKXS

Used to set up file data for ISOTXS file.

Used to set up file identification for ISOTXS and rewind
1/0 units.

Used to write isotope control and group-dependent data files
for ISOTXS.

Used to set up principal cross-section file for ISOTXS.

Control routine for writing ISOTXS sub-scattering matrix
blocks.

Computes a vector subscript for an element in a matrix.

Saves group structure for BRKOXS file.

Main control of structuring and writing ISOTXS file.

Similar to CISOTX except for BRKOXS file.

Used to set up file identification for BRKOXS and rewind
1/0 units.

Used to set up file control for BRKOXS file.

Used to set up file data for BRKOXS file.

Used to set up self-shielding factors for BRKOXS file.

Used to read in self-shielding factors

Rearrange vector from low-to-high to high-to-low.

Store the self-shielding factors from a vector to a matrix.

Read in cross sections for BRKOXS file.

Prints 1-,25 or 3-dimensional arrays.

Prints up to 8 one-dimensional arrays.

Prints 1-,27 or 3-dimensional integer arrays.

Controls printing of the ISOTXS file.

Rewinds units necessary to edit ISOTXS file and writes
out identification file.

Similar to PIFID only for BRKOXS file.

Controls printing of BRKOXS file.

D. 1/0 UNIT USAGE BY OVERLAY

(1,0) RESEND

*2O NIN -

*12 NOUT -

3 NSCRR -

4 NSCRS -

BCD ENDF/B input tape.

BCD ENDF/B output tape with reconstructed resonances.

BIN scratch file of resonance cross sections.

BIN scratch file used in summing resonance and background
cross sections.

-’

.

.

.
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(2,0) SIGMAl

*12

*21

3 NSCRR
.

9 SCR

(3,0) UNRESR
. *20 NIN

* 8 NSCR

(4,1) SMOOTH

*21

*8

*18 mTIG

3 MULETH

4 NSCRS

9 109

16 116

(4,2) TRANFR

*21

*17 ~TIX

3 103

4 104

9 109
10 101O

(4,3) CONTSC

*21

BCD ENDF/B tape to be broadened (can be RESEND output or
previous PENDF tape).

BCD

BCD

BIN

BCD

BIN

BCD

BIN

BIN

BCD

BIN

BIN

PENDF output tape.

scratch tape used for restart and bootstrap.

scratch tape used in linearization and broadening.

ENDF/B input tape.

output tape

PENDF input

for unresolved resonance cross sections.

tape.

input tape of unresolved cross sections.

output tape for multigroup cross sections and f-factors.

scratch file for point elastic cross sections.

scratch file for point total cross sections.

scratch file for U. = cumultigroup cross sections
computing f-factors. o

BIN

BCD

BIN

BCD

BCD

- BIN

- BCD

*17 ~T1x - BIN

*18 ~TIG - B1’

scratch file for multigroup total cross sections.

PENDF input tape.

output tape for multigroup matrices.

scratch tape for FILE3.

scratch tape for FILE4.

scratch files used for paging.

PENDF input

output tape

output tape

tape.

for multigroup

for multigroup
fission-chi).-

3 103 - BCD scratch tape for FILE3.

4 104 - BCD scratch tape for FILE4.

for

matrices.

cross sections (used for

9 109
10 101O

- BIN scratch tape used for paging.
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(5,0) FOURC

*17 ~TIx

*18 MULTIG

*1 IsoTxs

*2 BRKOXS

3 103

4 104

8 108

9 109

- BIN

- BIN
and

- BIN

- BIN

- BIN

- BIN

- BIN

- BIN

input tape for multigroup scattering matrix elements.

input tape of multigroup cross sections, f-factors,
fission chi.

output tape for CCCC-111 ISOTXS interface.

output tape for CCCC-111 BRKOXS interface.

scratch file used to rearrange BRKOXS cross sections.

scratch tape for scattering bandwidths.

scratch tape for ISOTXS cross sections.

scratch tape of N2N cross section in ISOTXS and group
bounds in BRKOXS.

10 1010 - BIN scratch tape for scattering matrices.

16 116 - BIN scratch tape for BRKOXS cross sections and f-factors.

E. IBM Conversion and Implementation

The primary purpose of this section is to provide the IBM 360 user with

useful information concerning conversion and implementation of the IBM version

of the MINX code. In addition, some observations on significance problems are

given with the hope that the programming experiences at ORNL will aid the effec-

tive

when

ment

use of the code at other installations.

In an attempt to expedite time consuming translation problems which result

computer programs are imported, the MINX code was developed with the require-

that it be as machine independent as possible and that it be made opera-

tional on at least two large computers. The following principles were used:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

40

The only Hollerith delimiter used is “nH”.

Hollerith constants are defined in DATA statements only.

Hollerith variables are limited to either four characters (ENDF convention)
or six characters (CCCC convention). In the latter case, these variables are
identified for changing to double precision on a “C IBM DOUBLE ...” card.
Correct word counts are assured by changing the “MULT” parameter (Ref 21)
from 1 to 2 (search for “C IBM MULT = 2“).

No labeled COMMON has the same name as a program or subroutine.

Only standard FORTRAN-IV has been used.

Machine-dependent features such as Large Core
callable system routines have been avoided.

Memory requirements have been limited so that
50 000 words to execute.

Memory (LCM) storage or

the code requires less than

.

.

●
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Some system-dependent features could not be eliminated. These include

the CDC overlay commands and the LASL date, time-of-day, and CP-time calls.

They can be replaced by local equivalents.

A third class of machine dependent changes is required to permit accurate

calculations on short-word-length machines. Since significance problems require.
a large programming effort to resolve, a summary of precision problems encoun-

tered to date will be given to help focus on those aspects of the multigroup
“

calculation that may cause future trouble. Significance problems found include:

1. Selection of energy grid during pointwise reconstruction of ENDF data from
lesonance parameters.

2. Linearization for materials with lots of structure.

3. Computation of inner integration limits for elastic and discrete inelastic
transfer matrix algorithms.

4. Evaluation of inner integral for center-of-mass expansion.

5. Evaluation of inner integral during continuum inelastic transfer matrix
calculation. This applies to energy distributions represented by laws 7 and
9.

The MINX code has been implemented on the IBM-360/91 and IBM-360/195 using

the IBM OS 360 operating system with the FORTRAN H compiler. In order to reduce

main storage requirements, the overlay feature of the linkage editor is utilized.

About 250k bytes of storage is required for the code. The CCCC interface

option dictates the amount of common storage required for a problem. The follow-

ing expression can be used to approximate common storage requirements:

10 000 +NENGPs*(NENGPs-l)+*TERMs/2

where NENGPS is the number of groups and JTERMS is the number of Legendre

scattering terms (order +1). A 50-group problem will require about 330k

bytes of core storage on an IBM machine.

The IBM version of MINX including the overlay structure (assignments of

subroutines and common blocks) is available as a separate package.

VIII. VALIDATION AND SAMPLE PROBLEMS
.

A large and complex code like MINX can never be error-free. However, it is

possible to minimize errors for the most common applications by (1) running a

. wide variety of cases, (2) testing against other similar codes, and (3) using

the data to calculate benchmark systems. With regard to the first point, the

LASL version of

general purpose

MINX has successfully processed every isotope in the ENDF/B-IV

files and some isotopes from Version 111 (see Sees. VIII A and
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VIII B). Second, MINX has been compared with ETOX,5 number-by-number,for many

isotopes (see Sec. VIII C). Finally, MINX libraries have been used to compute

integral parameters. Results for six important fast reactor benchmarks are de-

scribed in Sec. VIII D.

A second requirement of the MINX validation program was to prove that the

IBM version of MINX developed at ORNL gave answers equivalent to the CDC-7600

version as run at LASL. Number-by-number comparisons with the 50-group library

and integral comparisons are summarized in Sec. VIII E.

The libraries discussed in this section can be used as test problems for

evaluating new versions of MINX.

A. The MINX 50-Group Library

LIB-IV38 is a CCCC library of multigroup constants produced using MINX and

NJOY
39

from ENDF/B-IV data and intended for (1) fast reactor core design, (2)

CSEWG data testing, and (3) processing code comparison. The library contains

cross sections, self-shielding factors, and delayed neutron constants (where

available) for all the 90 materials of ENDF/B-IV plus the copper isotopes and

lumped fission products from ENDF/B-111. The specifications for this library

follow

Data source - ENDF/B-IV including revisions of June 1975 and ENDF/B-111

for 6i;u, 65Cu, and lumped fission products.

2.
23

Library format - CCCC-111, ISOTXS, BRKOXS, and DLAYXS files (as

appropriate). Structme of transmittal tape is given in Table III.

TABLE III

STRUCTURE OF LIB-IV TRANSMITTAL TAPESa

File Contents Number of Cards

1 LINX 460

2 BINX 872

3 CINX 857

4 ISOTXS 192 273

5 BRXOXS 80 083

6 DIJWXS 735

Total 275 280

,

.

.

.

~0 BPI and blocked into records containing
50 card images of 80 columns each. The last block (record) in each file may be
short.
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3. Nuclides - 101 nuclides at zero Kelvin and infinite dilution plus three

additional temperatures (300, 900, and 2100 K) and up to six additional values

of o as detailed in Table IV.
o

The nine fission product files are named as

follows: “N” means non-saturating, “S” means slowly saturating, and “R” means

rapidly saturating. Delayed neutron yields and spectra are provided for seven
. 232Th 233U 235U 238U 129PU 240 241PU

isotopes: 9 9 Y s 9 Pu, and .

4. Group structure - 50 groups including a thermal dump group (see Table
.

v) . This structure was tailored for fast reactors; it is a subset of the 240-

group structure, and the commonly used 26-group half-lethargy structure is a

subset of it.

5. Weight function - Thermal + l/E + fission. The thermal portion is

Maxwellian with a temperature of 0.025 eV which joins l/E at 0.10 eV. The

fission spectrum has a temperature of 1.4 MeV and joins l/E at 820.8 keV (lower

bound of group 6).

6. Legendre expansion - P. through P3 matrices provided when data permits.

7. Tolerances - Resonance reconstruction 0.5%, linearization 0.2%, Doppler

thinning 0.2%, and adaptive integration 0.1% (except
238U 103W and 133

9 $ Cs

used a reconstruction tolerance of 1.0%).

Test results for this library are given below. Transmittal tapes are

available from the National Neutron Cross Section Center (NNCSC) at Brookhaven

National Laboratory.

B. The DCTR/DRRD 171 Group Library
25

The MINX program has been used in conjunction with the AMPX system to

produce a 171-group neutron library from ENDF/B-IV appropriate to design analysis

problems for the Division of Controlled Thermonuclear Research and the Division

of Reactor Research and Development of the Energy Research and Development Ad-
40 41ministration. This library and its LMFBR 126-group subset have been

specified (as in Sec. VIII A) and fully documented elsewhere.
40,41

Significant

testing
40,45

has already taken place and is continuing. Both of these libra-

ries (and associated retrieval programs) are available upon request from the

Radiation Shielding Information Center at Oak Ridge. It should also be noted

that associated pointwise libraries are available in any of the aforementioned
.

packages (Sec. VIII A and VIII B).

c. Comparisons Between MINX and ETOX

Direct comparisons between multigroup constants produced by ETOX5 and

MINX/CINX were made using a code which compared every number in two 22-isotope
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TABLE, IV

LIB-Iv MATERIALS

T—

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

L
11
12
13

;;

16

;:
19
?U
21
22
23
?4
25
2(Y
.21
?8
29
3d
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
Uu
U1
42
43
44
45
//()

47

44

MATtRIAL

Hm 1
p(.~

H-3
HE-3
HE-4

LJ-6

LT-7
fjE~9
B~l@

H-11
CP12
rq-14

Ll=lfi
F
NAW23
MG
AL-27

SI
CL
u
CA
TT
v
CR
MN-55
FF
C(3U59
N1
c 11
CIJP63

CU-65
KR-78
KR-80
KF.~~

KR=83
ltF?v84
fiR9f16
ZTRC-2
Nf3-93
1“10
IC-99
RH-ltJ13
AG~lv17
AG-1U9
CD
CD-1)3
XE-124

ENOF/B
MAT
No,

1269
1120
1!4Q
1146
127P
1271
1272
1.?89
1273
l16@
1274
1?75
1276
1277
1156
J28Gl
1193
lj9u
1!49
l15a
1195
1?86
1196
1191
1197
119?
1199
1190
1295
1085
1086
!181
118.2
1183
1184
j185
1186
1284
1!89
1287
1137
1~25
113~
11s9
1281
1?82

1179

MINX
TIM~NG

[SEC)

133
95

165
Iklz
f~fl
!57
j 59
516
428
182
!56
593
5917
384
667
584
63!
546
438
3b8
542
?lR
344

1641
7(45

10/5
91kl

i251
7ti7
451
365
!6.?
178
176
192
217
163

1273
2975

53?
325

2403
698
793
$39
685
1“?7



XE-126
XF- 127
)(~=P128

XFW15f3
XE-131
AE-13?
XE- 134
xE-135
xF-j36

Cs-1 33
fjMq\4f4
Lu-ls!
~11.15~
~ll.j53

E(J-15~1
GO
DY-104
LI!-1”15
LU~17h
TA=18!
TA-!82
h-1~~
W-183
K-184
R-]86
RF-165
li~F187
AIJ-197
PB
THP~3~
PA-233
U-233
(./-234
U-235
U*236
U-236
NpP~37

PU-23R
PlJe239
plJw2ua
PIJ-?41
f3u.~4p

AMP241
AMw~43

~M-244
FP235!’J
FPi?35S
FPZ35R
FP235N
17Pi?35s
FP235R
FFZ39N
FPt?39s
FP239R

1171
1172
1173
1174
1175
1176
1177
1294
Iltn
1141
~M27

129fl
1 29?
12!91
!293
jC13Fl
1$+31

$P52
1353
1285
1127
112PJ
1129
113?
1131
l@83
if48u
1?83
1288
1296

1!?97
1260
4MU3
1261
lt63
1262
1263
la5#
1?64
1?65
1?66
1161
l@5b
$057
1!62
lq67
lr166
194?
lC169
]c168
i945
la?l
1070
jf152

TOTAL

I(46
3U7
1165
~9q
751
215
143
1511
12’8

1472
464
9kln
717
785
585
378
213
354
389

1$?92
?52

zG123
1353
)352
lu139
47a
418
1685
6U1

3859
U62
53!
672

283?
78@

6454
2G165
1(343
3505
6113
544
664
54e
231
la57

83
98
93
80
93
95
85
94
91

79035

45
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GROUP

01
OJ,2
G13
a4
Q15
G16
G17
ne
f19
10
li
t2
13
14
Is
16
17
18
!9
20
?I
22
23
24
?5
.26
?7
?8
29
3@
31
32
35
34
3s
76

37
38
39
40
tit

42
43

au
us
46
47
48
U9
5f4

TABLF V

L18-7v GROUP STRUCTURL

ENkRGY RANGE (EV)

l,5000E+07
l,ati@aE+@7
6,0653E+@6
3,6788E+06
2,2313L+06
l,3534E+Id6
0,i?f185t+05
4*9787E+U5
3,8774E+07
3ati197E+05
2,3%18E*f45
1,8316E+US
1,4?6UE+05
l,llti9E+05
8,65]7E+04
6Q7379E+@4
SQ2475E+t34
4,U868Lt04
3,1828L+U4
204788E.+Oh
I*9305L+U4
l,5a3UE+U4
l,17u9L+@u
9Q1188E+U3
7,1017E+u3
5,530FE+03
4,3@74E+ti3
3,3546E+id3
2,61?6E+U3
2QU347E+U3
~,5846E+kf3
1,23U!E+03
9,6112E+02
7,4852f+@2
5,8?95E+@2
4,540@li+k)2
3,5356L+k32
2,7536E+U2
l,67@2E+02
l,n13@E+ti2
6t]u4?k+Oj
3“7267E+(3!
2,26a3E+c!Il
1,371OE+U1
8,3153Fi+UCiI
5,@43$E+fd0
3@k159@L+(4G3
l,8554k+d@
l,1254E+id@
6,8256E-01

l,U000E+07
6,U653E+FJ6
3,6788E+06
2,23\3E+@6
1,3534E+06
8,2085E+05
4,9787E+05
3,8774k+@5
3,0197E+0S
z,351f!E+@5
l,8316E+05
l,4264E+05
l,l109L+!d5
8,6517E+u4
6,7379E+k14
5,2475E+04
4p0868E+fZ4
3,!82RE+f44
2,4788E+@4
l,93a5E+u4
105034E+IdU
l,i709E+@U
9,1188E+k13
7,1017E+03
5,5308k+03
4,3@74fi+03
3C3546k+03
z,61i?6k+ti3

2,ti347E+03
j,%846E+03
l,234!k+a3
9,6112E+M2
7m4852C+@Z
5,8Z95L+02
4,5400k+RZ
3,535R1.i+02
2,7536L+O?
l,6702Et02
l,u13al.+@i?
~,j4U2E+@l
5C7267E+14!
2,26U3E+U!
l,371mt+FJl
8,3153E+uU
5s0435E+0@
3,059@t+o@
l,85bUE+fdB
\,12s4t+@@
6Q8~56~s@\
l,kIO@flE-05

LETHARGY

0,692
kl,s
0,5
0,5
0,5
0~5
0,5
0,25
0,25
0,25
8,25
0,i?5
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
@,25
0,25
0@25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,!?5
0.25
0.2s
0,25
@,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
@,25
0,25
0,25
@,25
0,25
M,5
U,5
0,5
13,5
0,5
@,5
0.5
0,!5
0,5
@,s
0,5
tins

11,13

.
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libraries. The differences were mostly well within the MINX tolerances. Most

of the larger differences were explained by the following problems.

1. The ETOX and MINX fission spectrum weighting function did not cut off

at the same energy.

2.
.

one back

3.

. contains

4.

In the resonance regions, ETOX arbitrarily resets f-factors greater than

to one.

ETOX does not correctly combine f-factor contributions in a group which

the boundary between two resonance regions.

ETOX has errors in the treatment of discrete inelastic scattering and

tabulated energy spectra from File 5.

5. ETOX does not weight ;, ~, –and ~ with the fission or scattering reaction

rate.

6. ETOX does not include (n,3n) or other high-threshold scattering reac-

tions in its transfer matrix or inelastic cross section. All these problems

taken together cause a difference in keff of less than 0.2% for a large Pu-

fueled critical assembly.

D. CSEWG Critical Benchmarks

The 50-group library has been used in the calculation of six CSEWG bench-

mark critical assemblies to provide a comparison with results from other

laboratories or other code systems and to give an indication of how the library

will perform in reactor design calculations.

The MINX 50-group library was first converted to lDX
42

format using an

option of CINX. Values for keff and the reaction rate ratios were then computed

directly with lDX for the large assemblies. The smaller assemblies were compu-
43

ted with DTF-IV using self-shielded macroscopic cross section from lDX. The

results are summarized in Tables VI and VII. These results are in general agree-
44,45

ment with those obtained by other methods and with libraries containing

larger numbers of groups.

E. Comparison of CDC and IBM Version of MINX

In an effort to demonstrate that the IBM version of MINX produces the same
.

multigroup constants (within acceptable precision tolerance due to the difference

in word size on the two machines) as the base CDC code, several nuclides were

. selected from the LASL 50-group cross-section library for a detailed number-by-

number comparison. The purpose of this section is to summarize these compari-

sons for Fe, 0-16, U-235, U-238, and Pu-241 cross sections. It is hoped that
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TABLEVI

CSEWGBENCHMARKEIGENVALUES

Code8 UncorrectedHeterogeneity
po+p=

Benchmark Used Keff Correction Correction

Pu Fueled*

JEZEBEL lDX-DTF 1.00089 -0.0032

VE~-llA lDX-DTF 0.99235

ZPR-6-7 lDX 0.97085 0.0166

U Fueled*

GODIVA lDX-DTF 1.01184 -0.003

ZPR-3-11 lDX-DTF 1.01515

ZPR-6-6A lDX 0.98323 0.0073

*Arrangedin orderof spectrumhardness.

Diff+S8 s16+sm

Correction Correction

-0.0021

-0.002

0.0018

-0.0017

0.0013

Ccnxected
Keff

0.99559

0.99035

0.98925

1.00714

1.01515

0.99183

TABLE VII

CENTRALSPECTRALINDICES(cALCULATED-TO-EXpER~NTAL)

RatioW.R.T Pu-Fueled*
U-235(n,f)

U-Fueled*
JEZEBEL VEIU-llA ZPR-6-7 GODIVA ZPR-3-11 ZPR-6-6A

Pu-240(n,f)

Pu-239(n,f)

U-238(n,f)

U-238(n,y)

Np-237(n,f)

U-236(n,f)

U-234(n,f)

U-233(n,f)

Th-232(n,f)

Au(n,Y)

1.0850

0.9363 1.0836 0.9625 0.9728

0.9485 1.1531 0.9377 1.0861

1.0534 0.9925

0.9448 1.1758

0.9762

0.9287 0.9993 0.9241

1.0758

0.8491

.

.

1.0540

0.9843

1.0563 0.9452

0.9691 1.0309

1.0506

0.7851

1.0405

0.9989

.

.*Arrangedin order of spectrumhardness.
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the aforementioned nuclides are representative of ENDF/B-IV light, medium, and

heavy materials and that they illustrate general processing trends with respect

to the algorithms invoked.

The following comments and examples attempt to say something meaningful

about LASL and ORNL results at various checkpoints throughout the calculation.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Pointwise Reconstruction from Resonance Parameters - There are minor

differences in the number of points generated and rejected by the

RESEND overlay. The ORNL version usually tends to generate more points.

Table VIII contains the infinitely dilute O K pointwise results for Fe,

U-235, U-238, and Pu-241.

Doppler Broadening and Linearization - The linearization process creates

a different number of points when using the IBM version (see Table IX).

Generation of Self-Shielded Cross Sections in the Unresolved Energy

Range - No significant differences observed.

Group Averaging of the Smooth Cross Sections - The infinitely dilute

and shielded cross-section values generally agree for the five digits of

significance edited by MINX. Discrepancies were found and the percent

TABLE VIII

COMPARISONOF LASL AND ORNL RESENDOVERLAYSFOR u-238,u-235,PU-241,and Fe

Number of Points
ENDF/B Reconstruction Number of Potnts Rejectedby

ME MAT Tolerance Temperature ResonanceRange TruncationAlgorithm
——

LASL 1261 0.005 OK 6042 0

LASL 1262 0.01 OK 49943 14609

LASL 1266 0.005 OK 1908 0

IML 1192 0.005 OK 4176 853

ORNL 1261 0.005 OK 6039 0

ORNL 1262 0.01 OK 5Q096 15081

ORNL 1266 0.005 OK 1915 0

ORNL 1192 0.005 OK 4215 890
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LAB

I.ML

ORNL

IASL

ORNL

LASL

ORNL

TABLE

COMPARISONOF LASL AND ORNL
Fe(MAT1192) AND

ENDF/B
MAT MT

1192 4

1192 4

1192 51

1192 51

1276 102

1276 102

IX

LINEARIZATIONRESULTSFOR
o-16(MAT1276)

Interpolation NP After
Table Before* Linearization

225344 2051

225344 1985

224654 2009

224654 1944

35 50

35 117

*As in JjNDF/B fo~at (Ref.1)0

error was less than the integration tolerance for those nuclides tested.

Needless to say, small cross sections and resonance energy range cross

sections represented the largest sources of discrepancies. Examples

are given in Table X.

5. Elastic Scattering Transfer Matrix Calculation - The PO terms generally

agree with disagreement seen in the higher order terms. The disagree-

ment in the P terms tend to increase with increasing Legendre order
n

with the worst disagreement in the highest order term. For all Legendre

components of the group-to-group elastic scattering cross sections,

the values differ most for very small contributions with the worst dis-

crepancy seen in the within-group term. Examples are given in Table XI.

6. Discrete Inelastic and Continuum Transfer Matrix Calculation - Compari-

sons of these cross sections indicate the same type of behavior as the

elastic scattering group-to-group cross sections.

In summary, the dominant impression gained from the testing experience is

that given the same pointwise cross-section file, the multigroup averaging cal-

culation is equivalent on the two machines with the only exception being the

high order group-to-group transfer cross sections. Discrepancies in the high

order components are most dramatic where the absolute value is very small. A

selected group of core and shield analysis problems have been studied using

MINX/IBM cross sections and these differences have had no impact to date.

50
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TABLE X

COMPARISONOF LASL AND ORNL MULTIGROUTAVERAGEDRESULTSFOR
U-235(MAT1261)AND

50-Group
Number Nuclide Reaction

38 U-235 M&l

39 U-235 MT=l

40 U-235 MT=l

41 U-235 pfpl

42 U-235 MT=l

43 U-235 MT=l

44 U-235 MT=l

1 0-16 MT=l

2 0-16 MT=l

3 0-16 ~.1

4 0-16 M’Hl

.

.

.

49 0-16 MT=l

50 0-16 MT=l

*The cross sectionsare infinitelydilute

O-16(MAT1276)*

LASL

43.965

47.163

48.312

79.756

92.362

95.490

144.66

1.4986

1.1194

1.8336

1.5681

3.7481

3.7483

at O K.

ORNL

43.965

47.162

48.315

79.760

92.369

95.484

144.66

1.4986

1.1194

1.8336

1.5681

3.7481

3.7483

Z Error

o

0.002

0.006

0.005

0.008

0.006

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.



. . . . . ...

u(g+g’)

CJ(50+50)

U(49+49)

U(49+50)

u(48+48)

u(48+49)

(J(47+47)

u(47+48)

CJ(14+14)

tT(14+15)

u(14+16)

($(3+3)

CJ(3+4)

CJ(2+2)

u(2+3)

0(1+1)

u(1+2)

“l”AJNJ!I AL

COMPARISONOF IASL AND ORNL ELASTICSCATTERING

Nuclide

U-235

u-235

U-235

u-235

u-235

u-235

u-235

0r16

0-16

0-16

0-16

0-16

0-16

0-16

0-16

0-16

GROUP-TO-GROUPTRANSFERCROSS SECTIONS

P. IML P. ORN-L 2 Error

1.5054E+11.5054E+1 O.

l.2788E+ll.2788E+l O.

0.22970 0.22970 0.

1.2401E+11.2400E+1 0.008

0.22180 0.22182 0.009

1.1579E+11.1578E+1 0.009

0.20668 0.20669 0.005

1.7299 1.7299 0.

1.8453 1.8453 0.

l.9362E-4l.9362E-4 O.

1.2592 1.2591 0.008

0.51483 o.5~481 0.004

0.59552 0.59550 0.003

0.31489 0.31489 0.

0.66384 0.66378 0.009

0.33732 0.33731 0.003

P2 LASL

5.5448E-5

3.7595E-4

-2.7800E-4

2.3293E-4

-l.8644E-4

3.0221E-4

-2.5881E-4

-1.2625E-3

1.3791E-3

-l.8582E-4

0.28829

-9.4981E-3

0.14307

2.8225E-2

0.26490

4.9628E-3

P2 ORNL

-2.3849E-4

8.6196E-5

-2.8894E-4

5.6086E-5

-l.8862E-4

1.0820E-4

-2.6420E-4

-1.2741E-3

1.3911E-3

-l.8569E-4

0.28823

-9.4949E-3

0.14305

2.8226E-2

0.26486

4.9666E-3

% Error

330.

73.6

3.94

75.9

1.2

64.2

2.1

0.9

0.9

0.07

0.02

0.03

0.01

0.004

0.02

0.08
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3. Fission Cross Section

NLs

J?=o

where

where

2J+1
gJ = 2(21 + 1) “

I is the spin of the target nucleus and J is the spin of

nucleus for the resonance state. I = SPI, as given in File 2

(A-5)

(A-6)

(A-7)

the compound

for data for each

isotope. The summation on 1 extends over all p-states described. There will

be NLS terms in the summation. NLS is given -in F-iZe 2 for each isotope. The

summation on J extends over all possible J-states for a particular R-state, NRJ

is the number of resonances for a given pair of !?and J values.

NRS =
E

NRJ .
.

J

rnr(]Er\)

cular value of

absolute value

: GNr is the neutron width, for the r
th

resonance for a parti-

2, evaluated at the resonance energy Er. For bound levels, the

[E_l is used.
L

r
PR(E) rnr([Erl)

= s
nr PA(lErl)

rr = rnr(@ +r +r is the total width.
yr fr

(A-8)

.

,

.

.
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The following quantities are given in File 2 for each resonance

Er = ER, the resonance energy.

J= AJ, the spin of the resonance state.

rnr(lEr\) = GN, the neutron width.

r = GG, the radiation width.
yr
r = GF, the fission width.
fr

E! =

r

and

E +s~(lEr{)- SR(E)

r 2P (/Er])
rnr([Erl) ,

2

k= 2.196771
AWRI

10‘3 dE ,
AWRI + 1.0

(A-9)

(A-1O)

where k is the neutron wave number and AWRI is the ratio of the mass of the

particular isotope to that of the neutron. AVRI given in File 2 duta for each

isotope. E is incident neutron energy (laboratory system); Sk is the shift

factor,

‘0=0 ‘

s
1=-

1
, and

l+p2

s2=-
18 + 3P2 .

9+3p2+p4

PI is the penetration factor,

.-d- ,and‘1
l+p2

.~,
‘2

9+3p2+p4

(A-n)

(A-12)
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where p = ka and “a” is the

as

channel radius

1/3 -1
a = [1.23(AwRI) + 0.8] X 10 ,

and $R is the phase shift,

+0=6 ,

01 = 6- tan-lb , and

+2 = ~ - tan-l 3p~2 ,
3-p

(in units of 10-12cm) and is defined

(A-13)

(A-14)

where ~ = k~ and 3 is the effective scattering radius. t?l= AP, as given in

File 2 dda.

B. Multilevel Breit-Wigner Formula: LRU=l LRF=2. (This section is taken

directly from Ref. 28 and is discussed with reference to the formulas presented

in the ENDF Formats and Procedures Manual.l)

NLs

!L=O

NR
j

(A-15)

cf~n(E)+~ ~gJ1l-UJ (E}
nn

J

NRJ

r=l

where the symbols are standard to the Formats and Procedures Manual. Equation

(A-17) may be written
NR .

il?
F (E) = COS(2@l) +i sin(z$~) - ~EI _ En:

r
i rr/2 “

r=l

(A-18)

2
, and (A-16)

r

(A-17)

.
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Substituting Eq. (A-18) in Eq. (A-16), making the substitution

x = 2(E - E:)/I’
r r!

and noting the modulus la + ib12 = a2 + b2 we obtain the working equation
.

. 1([1# k2 ~ gJ 1-.0s2$8(E) =~
nn

J

‘RJ zr
nr/r

‘= )

r

~=1 1 + x:

(
NR

J 2xr /r
2

+
z

)!

rnrrsin2@ + .

1+X2
r

r=l

The consistent equations for capture and fission are

‘RJ 2’nr/’r(’ #rr)
a
nr ‘~~gJ~

J
1+X2r=l r

(A-19)

(A-20

(A-21)

(A-22)

The elastic scattering equation used in RESEND, taken from the Formats and

Procedures Manual is
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by

to

onn(E) = (2L + 1) ~ sin2$k
k

‘RJ ~2

IT

xx

nrcos20R-2rnr(ryr + rfr)sin2eR + 2(E - E~)r sin26
1.

+?
nr

J
(E- E~)2 + (rr/2)2

r=l

2r r [(E-Ef)(E-E?) + rrr~/4]

+> E ? E’

nr ns r s
(A-23)

J r=2 S=l [(E-E~)2+ (rr/2)2][(E-E~)2+ (rs/2)2] “

The general non-interference terms in Eq. (A-23) may be rewritten as

4(rnr/rr){(rnr/rr)[c0S2@k + 2Sin2@L] - 2sin2@1 + Xrsin2@Al

7 (A-24)

substituting

Eq. (A-24)

1- cos24g

yield

1+X;

Eq. (A-19) and noting that I’ = r + r + r
r nr yr fr”

may be further reduced by use of the trigonometric identity

= 2sin2$E (A-25)

4rnr/rr(rnr/r - 2sin2@A + Xrsin2$R)
r .

1+X2
r

Now, if Eq. (A-23) is squared and the non-interference terms are

(A-26)

.

.

.collected,
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-2(1 - c0S2~R)(2rnr/rr)

1+X:
+

(2rnr/rr)2

(1 + Xy

2Sin2~R(2xrrnr/rr) (2xrrnr/rr)2
+ +

1+X: (1+X:)2 “

Combining terms gives

4rnr/rr(rnr/r - (1 - COS2$E) + Xrsin2@k)
r

>
1+X2

r

which is identical to Eq. (A-26) by virtue of the trigonometric identity

Eq. (A-25).

In a similar fashion it can be shown that the interference terms are also

identical in Eqs. (A-20) and (A-23).

The first term in Eq. (A-23) is equivalent to the potential scattering

terms of Eq. (A-22), i.e.,

‘m xql - cos2@R] 2 + gJ[sin2$L]2
~

J

m’ z 2=— - 2COS24)L+ Cos
k2 J ‘J[l

(24)g)+sin2(2$L)]

As pointed out by.C.

z =2!L+1
‘J

J

(A-27)

(A-28)

(A-29)

Lubitz in Ref. 28, the sum on J in the identity

(A-30)
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used in Eq. (A-29) goes over all allowed J values for

angular momentum !%. Thus the potential terms must be

from

a given target spin I and

summed over all J values

1(11-1/2] -01 to 11- 1/21 + !2for channel spin I - 1/2, (A-31)

and from

[1+1/2- 2I to I + 1/2 + R for channel spin I + 1/2. (A-32)

The dramatic savings in computational time, of course, arises from the cal-

culation of 0 (E) using Eq. (A-20) which requires a sum of n resonance
elastic

terms rather than Eq. (A-23) which requires a sum of n2 terms.

Modest program modifications were required to implement this scheme. In

RESEND the basic File 2 data is read in subroutine RDFIL2, but the resonance

parameter data for each formalism is read by a separate routine. The subroutine

that reads the MLBW parameters was modified to calculate the allowable J state

sequences [Eqs. (17) and (18)] and store the index of the J state rather than the

statistical weight factor gJ for each resonance. A separate array GJ was set up

to store the statistical weight factors.

A maximum of 10 J values are allowed in the current version. Error stop

298 flags a case requiring more than 10 J values for any particular 2 sequence.

In indexing the values of J for each resonance , error stop 297 flags a non-

allowed J value, while error stop 299 flags the condition Z gJ # 21 + 1.

The use of the fictitious J value J = I which produces anJaverage g factor

of 1/2 is then prohibited. The complex-amplitude form of

sum of J being carried out correctly, in order to produce

scattering cross section.

The MLBW calculation of cross sections as a function

MLBW relies on the

the correct potential

of energy occurs in

the CSMLBW subroutine which was modified to calculate Eqs. (A-20) through (A-22).

An array SIGJ was used to store the separate J-dependent elastic scattering

terms in the resonance loop. A final sum is then made over all J states before

looping to the new value of R.

.

.

.
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c. Reich-Moore Formulae. MINX does not process Reich–Moore formula data

since no such data appear in the files and such data may be converted equiva-

lently to Adler-Adler format. A detailed derivation of these formulas is to

be found in a paper by Reich and Moore.47 Neutron cross sections with an exit

channel c are given by~~

0
nc =~~: ~gJl~nc-u:c12 ~ (A-33)

J

where A is calculated in the center-of-mass system; and
n

where AWRI is the mass of the target nucleus in units of neutron mass. The

statistical factor

(2J + 1)

‘J = 2(21+1) ‘

(A-34)

(A-35)

where J is the spin of the compound nucleus resonance and I is the target nuc-

leus spin.

In terms of the Reich-Moore approximation one may write

IUJ ‘e_e(@*+@> 2[(~-~)-1] -~
nc nc Inc ‘

where

1/2 1/2
rcr

z’

c’
(I-K) = d -~ 3

cc’ cc‘
‘A-E

‘r
r --ZAy
1

(A-36)

(A-37)

*These formulas are to be used for the O K case (no Doppler broadening terms
given) .
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where the summation in

‘esonance ‘nergy; ‘Ay’
are the widths for the

If we define

P = 6 - [(I-
nc nc

Eq. (A-37) is over the resonance levels ~; EA is the

the corresponding radiation widths; and r
Ac

and r
Ac 1

A-th level and channels c and c’, respectively.

m
ncK)-l] = d -—

nc nc A’

where A = II-KI the detriment of the matrix I-K and m is the co-factor of the
nc

element (I-K)__ of the matrix I-K, we obtain

For

the

= 2’i’rA2 w ( )1-2ip
n gJ(l-cos20n) + 2gJRe e npnn .

J

J

0 = 4mA2
nFiss n zgJ(~lpnc12) ,

J

o
n = ‘nAbs - anFiss “

(A-38)

(A-39)

(A-40)

(A-41)

(A-42)

s-wave neutrons @ = +kna where kn has been defined by Eq. (A-34) and a is
n

channel radius. For p- and d-wave resonances, @n is defined by Eq. (A-14).

.

.
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. D. Adler-Adler Multilevel Resonance Parameters: LRU=l, LRF=2. The formu-

las for obtaining cross sections have been taken from Adler and Adler.48,49

These are given for the total, radiative capture and fission cross sections
.

(without Doppler broadening).

1. Total Cross Section

OT(E) =$ (1-COSU)

NRS

x
[ 10[v; G;cosu+H; sinu + p -E H; COSJ.I-

+%
R

T’
R=l (~: - ‘)2 + (:)R

+Cz (AT1+AT21E+AT31E2 +AT41E3+BT *E+BT2 * E2) .
1

2. Capture Cross Section

anY(E) =
3

NRS ~Y

z
[

] + (.] -E) [H: cosu - GR sinu]R GR COS(,I.I+ HR sinu

%

R=l (“:-E)’ + P:)2

+% (AC1+AC2/E+AC3/E2 +AC1/E3 +Bcl * E+BX2 * E’)

(A-43)

(A-44)
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3. Fission Cross Section

(sn,f(E) =

NRS f

E

‘R [‘i Cosu + ‘i ‘inol+(k-‘) F:Cosu-‘:Cosu-‘i ‘inulk
R=l

(,~-’)’+t~)’

+% (AF1+AF2/E+AF3/E2 +AF4/E3+BF1 * E+BF2 * E*),

where k is the neutron wave number

k=

2-’’’(A:lAo).o) 1J3-$

a= AP = effective scattering radius (in units of 10
-12

cm),and

APPENDIX B

POINT CROSS-SECTION GENERATION

(A-45)

The major consideration
27

in generating tabular data files is the selection

of a proper convergence or accuracy criterion. When reducing ENDF/B files into

a linearized tabular form two problems are encountered:

(a) Conversion of cross-section data whichare already in tabular form but

may have a logarithmic or semilogarithmic functional dependence between the tab-

ulated points into a linear tabulation (linearization). The linearized form is

required for the kernel broadening procedure which is used subsequently.

.

.I

.

.
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(b) Processing of data given in parametric form (e.g., resonance range

data) into tables with an energy grid selected in a manner to insure the fewest

number of points for a desired accuracy.

Both of these problems can be considered as approximating a function f(E)

defined for all E, by another ~(E) such that: ~(Ei) 3 f(Ei) at the tabulated

points Ei, and the deviation between an interpolated point f(E) and the true

value f(E) is less than some user-specified value for all E between successive

tabulated entries.

For inherently positive functions such as a cross section the convergence

between tabulated points should be determined on the basis of the fractional

difference, i.e., IT(E) - f(E)l < E f(E), as opposed to the absolute difference

IF(E) - f(E)l < E.

Criteria based on the fractional difference are consistent with uncertain-

ties in the experimental data and result in a more uniform distribution of data

points in low as well as high cross-section areas.

A numerical “interval halving” algorithm incorporated into the code

RESEND
22

and compatible with the fractional difference criterion has been found

well suited for the generation of tabular files in the resonance range as well

as for the linearization of already tabular ENDF/B data files. This algorithm

consists of the following steps:

(a) A set of initial energy “node points” is selected. For tabular data,

nodes are located at the edges of nonlinear interpolation ranges. For resonance

data,nodes are set at the peaks of resonances.

(b) The exact cross section f(E) is calculated at the node points and

Y(E) is set equal to f(E).

(c) The value of the approximate function ~(E) at the mid-point between

two nodes is obtained by linear interpolation and compared with the exact value

f(E)

than

node

than

at the same point. If the fractional difference at the mid-point is larger

the desired convergence criterion, the mid-point is defined to be a new

and the process repeated in the halved interval. When a difference smaller

the convergence criterion is reached,the interval is assumed to have con-

verged and the process is repeated between the next set of nodes (Fig. B-l).

When generating tabular cross-section files from resonance parameter data,

the convergence test is applied to each of the individual reaction types

separately and not limited to the total cross section, since variations in
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Fig. B-1. Generation of energy grid in program RESEND.
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reaction types with a low cross section, (e.g., interference dips in elastic

scattering) tend to be washed out when contributions from other, larger reactions

are added on.

For the process of linearization of data tables , an algorithm based on the

maximum in the absolute difference If(E) - ~(E)l has been developed and
.

implemented (for the linearization of those interpolation laws permitted in

ENDF/B). These are described in detail in Appendix C.

APPENDIX C

LINEARIZATION OF ENDF/B INTERPOLATION LAWS

ENDF/B data formats are selected to facilitate representation of nuclear

physics information arising in the data evaluation process. Such “evaluation”

formats include a variety of interpolation schemes. For rapid retrieval during

Monte Carlo and processing code execution, it is desirable that no interpolation

scheme more sophisticated than linear-linear be employed. In log-log interpo-

lation, three logarithms and one exponentiation are required to interpolate one

cross section. Moreover~ piecewise linear representation of cross-section be-

havior allows for the introduction of a rapid, semi-analytic kernel broadening

scheme used to consider temperature-dependent effects.

Consider a pair of successive points (e.g., energies) and associated de-

pendent variables (e.g., cross sections) Xl, Yl, and X2, Y2 along with one of

the following five interpolation schemes

Scheme

1

2

3

4

5

Type Formula

Y constant and equal Y = YI (c-1)
to the value at the
lower end of the
interval

Y linear in X Y= Y1+(X-X1)(Y2-Y1) /(x2-xl) (c-2)

Y linear in in X Y= Yl+ln(X/Xl)(Y2-Yl) /ln(X2/Xl) (c-3)

in Y linear in X Y =Y1{EXP[(X-X1) ln(Y2/Yl)/(X2-Xl)]} (c-4)

in Y linear in in X Y = Yl{EXl?[ln(X/Xl) ln(Y2/Yl)/ln(X2/Xl)]}. (C-5)
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Let El define an acceptable tolerance such that linear interpolation be-

tween Xl and X2 resulting in cross section YLIN at point X (bounded by Xl and

X2) is equivalent to the cross section YM computed at point X using the correct

interpolation scheme. That is,

YLIN(X) - ‘(x) ] ~ .1.
YM(x)

(c-6)

One proceeds by computing the point X, denoted by XM, located between Xl.

and X2 where the difference between YLIN and YM is a maximum,and then determines

whether the relative difference lies with El. If this condition is satisfied

the next set of points (X2, Y2, and X3, Y3) is examined. Otherwise the point

XM is added with the respective dependent variable YM and the process repeated

(with Xl, Yl, and XM, YM) until Eq. (c-6) is

and xM. The process is then continued using

the entire data set is spanned.

A. Determination of XM for Schemes 1 and 2.

satisfied for all X bounded by Xl

XM, YM, and X2, Y2,and so on until

For constant and linear-linear

variations It is unnecessary to add any points. However, the following equa-

tions apply for Eqs. (C-3) through (C-5). Note that subscript ones and twos

have been interchanged for convenience. This obviously does not affect any of

the results.

B. Determination of XM for Scheme 3.

Y=

Y=

where

A=

B=

Now, the

Y2+ln(X/X2)(Yl-Y2) /ln(X1/X2),

A+BlnX,

(c-7)

(c-8)

Y2 - (B)(lnx2), (c-9)

(Y1-Y2)/ln(Xl/X2) . (c-lo)

linear-linear representation was given in Eq. (C-2) which is reformu-

lated here as

Y= Y2+(C5)(X-X2), (C-n)

.

,

.

.
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where

C5 = (Y1-Y2)/(xl-x2). (C-12)

Consider the function
.

F(X) = A+BlnX- [(Y2+(C5)(X-X2)]o
.

F(X) represents the difference between the semilog representation [Eq. (C-3)]

and a linear representation [Eq. (C-2)]. The point XM where F(X) has its maxi-

mum is found by differentiation and setting the resulting equation equal to zero.

F?(x) =~ -C5=0.
x

(C-13)

Hence ,

XM = B/C5. (C-14)

Since neither the linear-linear nor semilog formula has inflection-points over

the range xl to x2, the point XM lying between Xl and X2 must represent a point

of maximum difference. This is also clear since BJ?m(X) is always negative.

c. Determination of XM for Scheme 4. Consider Eq. (C-4) in the form

Y = [Y2 exp({X-X2}B)], (C-15)

where

B = ln(Y1/Y2)/(Xl-X2).

Construct the functional difference

F(X) = Y2[exp(B{X-X2])] - (Y2+c5{x-x2}),

F’ (X) = Y2[B{exp(B~-X2>) }]-C5.

(c-16)

(C-17)

(c-18)
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Hence ,

~=+ [ln(C5/B) - A],

where

A= [lnY2-(B)(X2)].

D. Determination of XM for Scheme 5. Consider Eq. (C-5) in the form

Y = (A)(XB),

where

~nA= (lnY2)(lnXl) - (lnYl)(lnX2)

ln(X1/X2)

and

B = ln(Y1/Y2)/ln(Xl/X2) = C2/Cl.

We show that this reduces to Eq. (C-5) by substitution:

lnY= (lnY2)(lnXl) - (lnXl)(lnX2)
ln(X1/X2)

+ {ln(Y1/Y2)/ln(Xl/X2)} lnX.

Hence,

Y = exp
(lnY2)(lnXl) - (lnYl)(lnX2) + ln(Y1/Y2) lnX ,

ln(X1/X2)

= Y2 exp
ln(X/X2) ln(Y1/Y2)

ln(X1/X2)

(C-19)

(C-20)

(C-21)

(c-22)

(C-23)

(c-24)

(C-25)

(C-26)

Hence, the form of Eqs. (C-21) through (c-23) is equivalent to Eq. (C-5). There-

fore, using the former description, and constructing the functional difference

we arrive at

F(X) = (A)(XB) - [Y2 + C5(X-X2)]. (C-27)

70
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.

.

Therefore

F’(X) = (A)(B) XB-l - C5

and

(C-28)

~ = [c!3/(A)(B)l[l/(B-1)]. (c-29)

In order to avoid computational difficulties, this is calculated conveniently

as for B ~ 3

{

1XM=exp~ln (w k)(x$x

for B>3—

- [(lnY2)(lnXl) -
II

(lnYl)(lnX2]/ln(Xl/X2) .

APPENDIX D

DERIVATION OF KERNEL BROADENING EQUATIONS

I. Theorv

The general Doppler broadening

@O(E, T) =

m

o

50,51
equation is written as

{

/Er O(Er,O) ] e-ac”E - *r)2

1

_e-a(iE + @r)2 ,

(C-30)

(C-31)

(D-1)
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with the following notations

m

;

v

E

M

iT

‘T

ET

A

ir

Vr

E=

a(v,o)

O(V,T)

R(V,T)

P($T)d;T

a

K

projectile

projectile

for the derivation

mass (e.g., neutron, proton, alpha, etc.)~

velocity~

I;I = projectile speed,

~v2
2

= projectile energy,

target nuclei mass,

target velocity,

l~Tl = target speed,

*T = target energy,

M/m = atomic weight ratio (target mass/projectile mass),

f-$= relative velocity,

Ii \ = relative speed,

~;2

2r
= relative energy of the neutron as “seen” by the target>

cold (O°K) cross section,

Doppler-broadened cross section,

Vrs(V,T) = reaction rate (per neutron),

normalized target-nuclei velocity distribution,

A/KT, and

Boltzmann’s constant .

The Doppler broadening equation can be slightly generalized by recognizing

that it may be used not only to broaden cross sections from O K to temperature

T K, but may also be used to broaden cross sections from any temperature T1 K

to any higher temperature T2 K. Thus, Eq. (D-1) is generalized to

@dE,T2) =
co

{
xe -ci(/E - 4Er)2 }_e-a(@ + @r)2 dE , (D-2)

.

.

.
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where

A
a=

k(T, - T,)
. (D-3)

L L

Defining for convenience
.

Y2
2

= aE = ~V ,

.
2

x = aEr = (3V2 .
r

The Doppler broadening

m

(D-4)

equation becomes

y wW-$-(X-Y)2-‘(X+Y)2\ ‘x ●

0(Y,T2) = ~

o

The ensuing development
29

can be simplified by defining

~/

-i- -(x-y)2 dy(S*(Y,T2) = + ; x20(x,T1)e .
Y

o
and noting that the Doppler-broadened cross section is

(D-5)

(D-6)

a(y,T2) = CT*(y,TO) - O*(-Y,TO) . (D-7)

Recognizing that

polation between

as

L L

the tables of energy vs cross section use linear-linear inter-

tabulated values (see 3.1 and 4.1), the cross section is given

-E
k 1 [‘k+l - E 1

“(E’T1)=~k+l_Efi+ lEk+tiEkl”ti “(EkSEk+l)

‘% + BkE ,

O(X,T1) = ~ + Ckx2: xc(~,x+l) .

(D-8)

(D-9)
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Since tabulated cross sections span only a finite energy range (e.g., 10
-5

eV to

20 MeV), the cross section is arbitrarily continued as constant outside the range.

Inserting Eq. (D-8) into Eq. (D-6), one obtains

5C+1

Tx/ ‘(X+2 dx .
x2[~ + Ckx2] e

0*(Y,T2) = ~ :

Y

By changing variables, let Z = x - y, and collect terms in powers of Z

0*(Y,T2) .~~ ~ ~Z+Cy ~kz’ + 4CkYz3 + (~+ 6Ck;)Z2

Y
k -~--Y

K

‘tAky+4cky3)z+(~y2+cky’)1 ‘-z2dz
which can be defined exactly in terms of the functions

Hn(a,b) = Fn(a) - Fn(b): n = 0,1,2,3,4 ,

a

f

2
Fn(a) = ~ zne‘z dZ.

o

These functions can be easily shown to satisfy the recursion relationship

Fn(a) = ‘n ~ 1) ?n-2(a)

By explicitly evaluating Eq.

FO(a) = ERF(a) ,

F1(a) =
4
+ (1 - e-a2)

(D-1O)

(D-U)

(D-13) for m= O and 1, as well as by applying the

(D-12)

(D-13)

(D-14)

relationship, the required functions are

(D-15)

(D-16)

.

.

.

.
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2
-a

F2(a) = ~ ElU?(a)
-%’ ‘

(D-17)

.

{[

&
2

F3(a) = ~ 1 - 1(1+a2)e-a , and

F4(a) = ~ Em(a)
‘$ (~+ a’) e-a2 .

(D-18)

.
With the definition of these functions, the algorithm describing the Doppler-

broadened cross section at any arbitrary energy is complete.

II. Optimization and Im~lementation of the SIGMAl Techniaue

(D-19)

The SIGMAl Doppler-broadening method may be optimized both at the program

design level and at the operating procedures level.

At the program desigm level, the exact evaluation of the Doppler-broadened

cross section can be obtained with the proposed algorithm, but it can be a costly

procedure since the calculational time can vary as the square of the number of

points used to represent a given reaction. Furthermore, even though the solu-

tion via the S~GMAl method can be expressed in terms of known functions (i.e.,

ERF(x) and e-x ), it is potentially subject to round-off error since the solu-

tion is given in terms of many differences of these functions [e.g., Fn(a)

- Fn(b)].

The strongly convergent Gaussian character of the Doppler-broadening kernel

can be used to truncate the Doppler-broadening integral. Because of the expo-

‘(X-Y)2 [see Eq. D-5)], the major contribution to the integral willnential term e

come from the region where x is close to y. Therefore, instead of extending the

integral from XE(O,CO) it may be truncated to an integral centered about y,

Xs(y - N, y+N).
52

The TEMPO program uses N = /8 because ERFC(/8) .10-4. How-
- (x-y)2

ever, the truncation procedure should recognize that although e is rapid-

ly decreasing, the term X2U(X,T) may be rapidly increasing, particularly the

. cross section in the resonance region. Therefore, the truncation procedure

should be

cm

/

y+N

X2 (x,T)e-(x-y)2dx=

/

X2 (x,T)e-(x-y)2 dx+ R(y),

o y-N

(D-20)
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y-N 03

R(y) =

/

-(x-y)2 ~x+

\

-(x-y)2 ~x< ~
x2a(x,T)e x2a(x,T)e s (D-21)

o y+N

cm

R(y) < 2 <o>
1

(z + Y)2 e-z2 dZ . (D-22)

N

Allowing for a variation in cross section of four orders of magnitude (104)

and using an allowable error of 0.1%, which is well below what can be experimen-

tally measured presently or in the foreseeable future, the integral can be safely

truncated using N = 4.

Therefore, the truncated integral should

vals in which at least one end is within four

second term U*(-y,T2) [Eq. (D-7)] need not be

be extended only over those inter-

knits of y. In particular, the

calculated unless y ~ 4.

III. Calculation of Integrals

There are many algorithms available to calculate ERF(X)
54,55

to high pre-

cision. However, it must be recognized that although most calculate ERF(X) to

some desired degree of accuracy, one can experience precision difficulties in
29

solving for ERF(a) - ERF(b), for a close to b. Cullen has suggested tabula-

tion of functional values (and successive derivatives) at fixed nodes (energy

points) prior to the Doppler broadening operation and interpolation in the tables

during execution. MacFarlane and Hancock
56

have used a direct expansion of the

defining integral for Hm(a,b). Neither is implemented in the current version of

MINX; therefore, broadening is not performed for energies below 0.1 eV.

Finally, the bootstrapping procedure [Eq. (D-2)] referred to above, which is

currently implemented, dramatically reduces the number of integral calculations

required since the procedure begins, in each case, with successively fewer points.

,

.

.

.
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APPENDIX E

POINT CROSS-SECTION

.-

THINNING

The thinning procedure
ZI

. is logically equivalent to the process of lineari-

zation since one starts with a function f(E) which is given as a table of values

and a linear interpolation law between the tabulated values, and one tries to
.

determine a function ~(E), such that:

(a) 7(E) is also a table of values and linear interpolation laws,

(b) The fractional difference between the “exact” f(E) and the approxima-

tion f(E) is less than some desired allowable error E for all energies,

i.e., If(E) - =(E)I < E f(E).

Howeverjan additional criterion is added:

(c) The tabulated values of 7(E) must constitute the smallest possible sub-

set of the tabulated values in f(E). Thus,all values in the tabulation of f(E)

that can be approximated (to within E) by linear interpolation between adjacent

points must be elimimted.

The following multipoint algorithm has been developed for thinning data

files.

(a) The first and third point of a table are selected and a test is made

to determine whether point number two can be approximated by linear interpolation

between points 1 and 3.

(b) If the test is successful the test interval is extended to include point

4,and again,points 2 and 3 are tested to see whether they can be approximated by

an interpolation between points 1 and 4.

(c)

mated by

points.

. (d)

Generalizing to N points, if the points 2, 3, ...(N-l) can be approxi-

interpolating between points 1 and N,the algorithm proceeds to N + 1

If any one (or more) of the points 2, 3, ...(N-l) fail the interpola-

tion test between points 1 and N,the test interval has been extended too far.

However, since the previous test (with N-1 points) must have been successful for

the algorithm to reach this far,all the points between 1 and N-1 can be removed,

leaving only the end points 1 and N-1. The algorithm is repeated with points

N-1 and N+ 1.
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The multipoint algorithm is considerably different from the three-point

thinning technique used in the earlier versions of the ENDF/B system routine

CROP.57

The three-point algorithm operates by discarding point 2 if it can be inter-

polated between the adjacent points 1 and 3,then proceeds to test point 3 by

interpolating between points 1 and 4. If point 3 is rejected, there remains no

guarantee that point 2,which was rejected earlier, can be obtained by interpola-

ting between the remaining points 1 and 4. This method produces particularly

erroneous results when thinning points located very closely on a slowly varying

smooth curve. The multipoint thinning algorithm is not limited to linear tables

but can be used with any interpolation law. A generalized version has been

implemented in SIGMA1.

EFFECTIVE

I. THEORY

CROSS-SECTION

APPENDIX F

GENERATION PROCEDURES TAKEN FROM THE ETOX5 CODE

Unresolved calculations follow closely the methods and approximations used

in the MC2 code,
30

where infinitely dilute and self-shielded cross sections are

calculated at discrete energy points E* in the unresolved energy region.

The infinitely dilute and self-shielded cross sections are given as

E,
L

/

ox(E,T)dE

E

<cT(E*)> = ‘1
(x= f,c,e) ,

‘2

1

dE

F

‘1

(F-1)
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‘2

J

ox (E,T)dE

[Ot(E,T) +UO]E

CTX(E*) =
‘1

m

‘1

and

/

‘2 dE

[Gt(E,T) +Oo]E

‘1
@E*) = - Go,

(F-2)

(F-3)

/

‘2 dE

[at(E,T) +CJO]2E

‘1

where E* is some energy point in the energy range (E ,E ) which is assumed to
12

contain many narrow resonances. The symbol X stands for either fission, elastic,

or capture cross sections. Note that the braces imply infinitely dilute cross

sections [flux representation including only the gross (l/E) behavior] whereas

bar superscripts indicate self-shielded cross sections (i.e., flux representa-

tion includes inverse cross-section type of weighting). Equations (F-1) through

(F-3) are simplified if one assumes that the energy variation in the integrands

in the above integrals only occurs in the rapidly varying resonance parts of the

~ function. The slowly varying terms are evaluated at the energy E*. In this

. approximation the elastic cross section, for example, is written as*

.

*As in the M(_J2code,30 the interference-scattering term in the elastic cross
section is ignored.
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N~ ( (E*)r~ (E*)

5X r r
oe(E,E*,T) = 4 ~; (E*), 2(E - E:)/1’; (E*)

r: (E*) 1
s=l r=l

+ OP(E*) + a (E*) .
‘F

(F-4)
.

The above assumption should be a good approximation since in the unresolved re-

gion the energy interval (E2 - El) may be picked to be small with respect to

variations in the slowly varying components of the cross section. The notations

used in Eq. (F-4) correspond to

s : spin state (of a given J),

r : summation over all resonances with spin state s,

as (E*): peak cross section evaluated at energy E*,
o_

1.

r:(E*) :

r:(E*) :

~(~,x) :

~~(E*) :

K :

M :

~4E*kT/M:

ap(E*) :

~eF(E*) :

neutron width evaluated at energy E*,

total width evaluated at energy E*,

Doppler broadened line shape function,

r~(E*)/(4E*kT/M)l’2 ,

Bol.tzmann constant,

atomic weight ratio for the targett

Doppler width evaluated at energy E*,

potential scattering cross section,

File 3 “floor correction” to resonance structure.

.

.
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With this approximation, Eqs. (F-1) - (F-3) become

.

.
‘1

Ox(E*) =

[

I
‘2 ZZo:. (E’E*)dE

s r

(z x
CJ~ (E,E*) +;

P
‘1 s

r
r )/

‘2 1

\

d,

(xx
)1

+~xF(E*) +~p(E*)~ (F-6)
x’

a; (E,E*) +6 e
P

‘1
sr r

[

(’ xx
dE

ot(E*) =

a; (E,E*) + ~
s r r P /

(F-7)

s r



Note that the expression for the effective total cross section is different in

form than elastic, fission, or capture due to its direct relation to the trans-

port cross section. This matter is described more fully in Appendix A of the

ETOX5 report, where

z = OP(E*) + of (E*) + o (E*) + (Y (E*) + CJo
P F CF ‘F

(F-8)

is the potential scattering cross section including contributions of “background”

cross sections from File 3.

With the assumption of many resonances in the interval (E2 - El), the re-

sonance contributions in the above integrals are treated statistically. The

interval (E2 - El) is replaced by Ds, the average spacing of the resonances of se-

quence s, multiplied by the number Ns contained in the interval. The summation

over resonances in a given sequence is then replaced with a double integration

over a Porter-Thomas (chi-squared) distribution with n and m degrees of freedom.

Symbolically

m cm

: z ‘:‘JJ ‘J(y)prr(z)fs(y’z)dydz“‘fs’p‘
L 00

where

()
L

pn(Y) =;~ y exp
()

_~ .

()
r;

2

(F-9)

(F-1O)

The function f represents the formulation for the cross section in terms of

elastic widths and fission widths, (for a given sequence s) where the width dis-

tributions are represented according to Eq. (F-1O) with n and m degrees of free-

dom, respectively

r:(E*,y) = YI’:(E*) , (F-n)
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r~(E*,z) = z17~(E*) .

With the above replacements

1 f(E)dE +
1

f(E)dE,

‘1
-co

Eq. (F-5) becomes

and the narrow resonance approximation

Since

02

<Ox@*)> ‘~+ <1’;(E*)a:(E*)
\

$& ,X) dx>p
s’

o

+ o (E*) + Op(E*)~
h? x“

e

(F-12)

such that

(F-13)

(F-14)

independent of the value of es, the infinite dilute cross section is finally

given as

(F-15)

+O%(E*) +~p(E*)~
x“

e
(F-16)
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Equation (F-16) is the equation used in MINX to derive unresolved infinitely

dilute cross sections for elastic, capture and fission. (The total here is the

sum of the parts.)

Due to the appearance of the resonance terms in the denominator of the ex-

pressions in Eqs. (F-6) and (F-7) the self-shielded cross sections require addi-

tional approximations and analysis for their evaluation. Consistent with the

narrow resonance approximation, it is assumed that overlap effects between dif-

ferent resonances of the same sequence and overlap between different sequences

may be ignored. The numerator, for example, in

Rewriting Eq. (F-17) in terms of the line-shape

‘1

Eq. (F-6) then becomes

(F-17)

(F-18)

.

,

.

.
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where

(F-19)

The sequences s’ are uncorrelated with respect to s in Eq. (F-18). Consequently,
.

it is necessary to integrate the primed summations over the probability of find-

ing resonance r’ of s’ at a separation ~ from resonance r of s, where 6 ranges

. from -(Er - El) to (E2 - Er) and E is the location of the resonance r in the
r

interval E - E
2 1“

With this and the statistical analysis following Eq. (F-7),

Eq. (F-18) is given as
34

NUM= (E2 - El)

b

where the usual J

z <r~(E*)J(&s,~s)>

D
s

s

<Ts’(E*),J(~s’,f3s’)>

‘1

9

D
s’

[ S’+s

integral is defined as

(F-20)

(F-21)

o

The denominator in Eq. (F-6) and the terms in Eq. (F-7) are evaluated in a simi-

lar manner as

pressions for

Ox(E*) =

that given above for the numerator in Eq. (F-6). The final ex-

the self-shielded cross sections available in MINX are

+ 0 +06,
‘F p ‘e

(F-22)
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-q-Eq=7
P

s

where

s
a = <r~s>p/Ds ,
x

,s = <TsJs>p/Ds ,

s
c = <rsKs>p/Ds , and

w

/

~ )]s’
c -0

o’

s’#s

Ks = K(~s,6s) =
/“

(ES9X) [O(GS,X) + 26s] ~x .

[v(Es,x) +6s12

(F-23)

(F-24)

(F-25)

(F-26)

(F-27)

o

II. Program Details for the Unresolved Calculations

The calculations of the J and K integrals and the statistical brackets

< > use the methods given in the MC2 code.30
P

The J and K integrals are evaluated by breaking the infinite interval into

two finite intervals plus a remainder term. In particular, the code assumes .
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o

o

2oo/g

20/Fj

where

co

(F-28)

(F-30)

2oo/g



“=W*

= J (P,E) +

o

\

200/5

+ N-J dX+R.EMK,
($ + 6)2

20/g

where

1
REMK=’—

(

(l+a2)Rmu-L ‘1-”

)

2, (200/aE) .

‘a [(200/a&)2 + 1]2a2

The integrals in the above equations are calculated using 16-point Gaussian

quadrature.

(F-31)

.

.

(F-32)

(F-33)

.

.
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APPENDIX G

CHOICE OF WITHIN-GROUP WEIGHTING FLUX FOR MINX

The group-averaged cross sections produced by MINX are defined by

[
Ox(E)$n(E)dE

a=
Xng

I
$n(E)dE

g

(G-1)

where OX(E) is the energy-dependent cross section for reaction x and @n(E) is a

Legendre component of the neutron angular flux. Since MINX attempts to produce

a set of cross sections independent of the composition and arrangement of any

particular problem, some assumptions have to be made about the nature of the flux

components required for these averages. Coarse variations in the flux may be

accounted for by using fine energy groups. MINX assumes that the fine variations

of the flux within each energy group can be adequately represented by the narrow

resonance approximation and the B
o

approximation, and that the cross sections will

be used in a system large with respect to the neutron mean-free path. It is fur-

ther assumed that the only important features of the flux are those which corre-

late with features in the cross section being averaged. The result is the Bon-
10

darenko flux model”

Wn(E)
$n(E) =

[Zt(E)ln+l

where Wn(E) is a weight
●

Wn(E)
x

[~o+ut(E)]n+l ‘

(G-2)

function which varies slowly with energy, Xt is the total

macroscopic cross section, o is the ‘total microscopic cross section for the iso-
t

tope of interest, and o0 is a parameter called the “background cross section per
.

atom” which is assumed to be constant within the energy range of any group. This

single parameter can be used to allow for mixture and heterogeneity effects in
10

many practical situations.
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Using this flux model, the formula

f
OX(E,T)

for the multigroup cross sections becomes

Wn(E)dE

~[ 00 + Ot(E,T)]
n+l

o (T,ao) =
Xn,g

J
.

1
Wn(E)dE

g [~. + ~t(E,T) ]n+l

(G-3)

In the unresolved resonance energy range, the explicit dependence of cross sec-

tion on energy is not known. The integrands are replaced by their expected

values

[(
0

x ); WndE
[(JO+ at ]n+l

a~,g(T,oo) =

1 )

9
1

g [~. +Ot]n+l

WndE

where the expected values are averages over the distributions of

tions and widths expected in the vicinity of energy E. Defining

shielded cross sections with respect to those distributions ,

.

(G-4)

resonance posi-

average self-

(G-5)

.

*

< [00 + atln+l>
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Noting that these are the quantities produced by the UNRESR module,

(::::jfi) ([.;.tin)
<~>= .

tn -(Y

(

o’

1

)(

1

[(YO+Otln+l [00 +Otln+l
)

( 1

( 1 ) [00 +at]*)= , and

[00 +Ot]n+l 00 + <Ot>n

(
n

1

)n

1=
9

[(JO+Ot]n+l 0+<0>

k=o 0
tk

(G-6)

the multigroup cross section in the unresolved region can be written as

n

~

<CTt(NJ>n n 1
0 + <ot(T,ao)>k

Wn(E)dE

k=o
o

~g(T, ao) =a’ “ (G-7)9 n

JrI
1

~. + <Ut(T,O )>
Wn(E)dE

g k=o ok

. The form of Eq. (G7) is very similar to that of Eq. (G3), except that the

cross sections have been replaced by self-shielded averages.
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APPENDIX H

T.SOTXS AND BRKOXS FORMAT DESCRIPTION
23

I. ISOTXS - Nuclide-Ordered Neutron Cross Sections

Revisions in this file affect the fission yield matrices (CHI data),

and the transport and total cross sections. An optional number of vector

fission-yield spectra may be defined where each spectrum may be assigned

to any incident group. In practice, this reduces the CHI matrix to a rec-

tangular matrix requiring greatly reduced storage space where a large num-

ber of groups are involved. The variable blocking provided

II full CHI matrix is, therefore, no longer required in the

formulation.

Pk weighted transport and total cross-section arrays

~G G z #+G ‘
=cJ-

trg
9./=1,...,LTRN

‘E
G’

‘!?

1=0,1 >.. o,LTOT

are supplied in place of the derived quantities

STRSN = CJG , aG , a~r (K~LTOT), or other recipe,
‘o ‘1 K

STRDIF = (Tg , and
trl

on the Version

Version III

(H-1)

(H-2)

(Ii-3)

(H-4)

STOT = OG

‘o
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.

provided in the Version II file. The PL weighted scattering cross sections

are
.

(H-6)

now given in the file scattering blocks instead of derived matrices. The

only difference

Sn applications

in the old and

which formerly

new scattering blocks is in in-group terms for

contained

G+% + ~G G
Oc

4-
- 0+ , !t=o,l, . . . ..L ,

.

‘o ‘R

G+G+aG _oG

‘s2
, 2=0,1, .....L ,

‘1 ‘R

or

G+GG G

‘Sk + ‘trK - ‘to’
1=0 ,1>....,K-l ,

respectively, depending upon the approximation used in STRSN. In Version III,
G-@

the in-group terms in the file are simply a , consequently, transport approxi-

‘4mations as in equation (H-7) are left as opt ons to be provided in flux codes.

Data added to ISOTXS include identifiers for the cross-section data source

such as ENDF/B, the capture thermal energy yield , and coordinate-dependent trans-

port cross sections. The identifiers, HIDENT and HMAT, the capture energy,

ECAPT, and the number of coordinate directions, ISTRPD, for which coordinate-

dependent transport cross sections are given, have been added to the Isotope.

Control and Group Independent Data record. The new coordinate-dependent trans-

port cross sections are contained in the PRINCIPAL CROSS SECTIONS record.
.

Some problems arise in the interpretation of the vectors IDSCT(N) and LORD(N)

in the ISOTOPE CONTROL AND GROUP INDEPENDENT DATA record. IDSCT(N) specifies

the identity and ordering of scattering blocks, and LORD(N) specifies the number
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of orders contained in each block N. Elaborate sorting would be required to use

the data if the most general interpretation of IDSCT(N) and LORD(N) is made.

However, it seems reasonable to assume that the data will always be logically

ordered.

Considerable programming convenience is achieved if the same IDSCT vector

is used on all isotopes. At least one would expect to find a consistent order-

ing of the types of cross sections, total, elastic, inelastic, and n,2n, and

would expect to find all the cross sections for a given type contained in con-

tiguous blocks. We note that any given type may be deleted in an isotope either

by setting the appropriate LORD(N)=O or by omitting the pertinent blocks in

IDSCT. One would expect in the latter case, however, the ordering of types to

be preserved except for the deletions.

Similarly, one would expect the ordering and blocking of cross-section

orders, except for deletions, to be consistent over all the isotopes.

Finally, one would not expect to find sub-blocking used (NSBLOK) if the

individual major blocks defined by IDSCT and LORD contain more than one order.*

co****************n***4***4***************b****************k8*****n*****
c RkV:3tD007/01/73 0
c ●

CF XSOTXS~III ●

u PIcI?OtlCOPIC GROUP ‘lliUTRON CROSS SECTIONS *
c w

THIS FILF PROVIDES A BASIL WOAl) GROUP
::

●

LIBRARY, ORDERED BY ISOTOPE 0
FORMATSOGIVkNOARE@FOR@FILEOEXCi+A~GC@pURPOSES@ -

:: ONLY, m

c
c**********e*e********k**********k*******a********n**k*******k*****&***:

cw----------9-------v--=---------------..---.--e-----w------.----------*
FILE STRUCTURE

RECORD TYPE PRESENT IF
ma:ssxss=axs:xa==x=.---.-s~s=z:------ S=a:zszs====x=s
FILE II)EN71FIC4TION ALUAYS
FILE CO~TROl ALUAYS
FILE OATA 4LnA7S
SET CHI DATA ICHIS~oGT.1

•*a******se*K(l?~pEAT FOR ALL ISOTOPES]
● !SOTOpF CONTROL 4~0 GROUP
● lNl)~Pt~D~VtDATA ALUAYS
● PRINCIPAL Cf?USS SECTIONS ALUAVS
● ISOTOPE CRI OATA IcHIoGT,l
*
● ●**8***s**(REPEAT TO NSC+IAX SCATTERING BLOCKS)
● * ****e4*(NEPE4T FROM 1 TO NS8LOK)
4** SCATTERING SUB~@L@CK LORD(N)oGTs@
● ************

.

,

c-----------------------------------------------------------------------

*Note that MINX uses this option - it is necessary for large group structures.
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c . ... . .... .. .. . .. . ... ... . .. . ... .. ... .. ... ... ... .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. . .

CR FILE IDt~lI}!C4TION w

t~

●

i+NAHL, (HUSE(I], I=l,2),IvFHS w

c ●

m 1+3*WLT w
D

& FOQfiAT(llh OV ISOTXS cA6,1HAc -

CB 12A6?lH*t Ibl -

c ●

co HFJA!4E MuLLERITM FILL NAMF - ISOTXS ● (A6) a

co HuSE HOLLERITH USER IOENT1}ICATION (A6) 9

CD IvFRS FILE VERSION NLlfiBER m

co Mlj~T otWtiLE PRECISION PARAMETER 0

co 1- Ab MORO IS SING1.L HORO 9

co ~. A6 ldo~~ IS n!lU~LE PRECISION AORO ●

c
c. ... .. ... .. . . ... ..... .. .... ... .. .. . ... . .. . .. .. . . .. . .. . ... . .. . . .. . .. .. ..

c. . . . ..* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..w . .. . .. .. . . . . . ..

Cn FILt CONTROL ●

k NGROUPstJIYO, HAXIJP,MAXDfV, MAXORO, ICHIST,NSCMAXtNSBLOK
0
w

1.

cm
w

FORMAl(4ii 10 ,616)
c

w

co
9

84GROUP NuMBER OF ENERGY GROUPS Ih SET
co

9
NISO NUMBER oF ISOTOPES IN SET

co
o

MAXUP MAxItlu14 NUMBER OF UPSCATTER GROUPS
co MAXDN

●

HAXIWH fIJUMljER OF 00dNSCATTER GROUPS
co

9
MAXORO MAXIWJM SCATTERING ORUER (14AXXHUHVALLJEOF w

co
CD
CD
co

CD
CD
.

LEGE~ORE EXPANSION INOEX USEO IN FILEI,
IcHIST SET FISSION SPECTRUM FLAG

ICH’IST,EQ.@t NO FISSION SPECTRUM
ICHIST,EQ,l, SET VECTOR
ICHIST,GT, \t

MsCHAX
SET MATRIX

MAXIMUM NUMBER (IF IjL()[K.fj OF sCATTERING DATA
USBLOK BLOCKING CONTROL FOR SCATTER tIIATRICES, THE

SCATTERING OATA ARE BLOCKED INTO tdSBLOR
RECORDS PER SCATTERING BLOCK,

:.=...= . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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c...............................................=.........." . . .." . . ...".
:R

CL
CL
CL
c
cm
Cw
c
CB

%
CB
CB
c
co
CD
co

::
CD
CD
co
c

FILE DATA

(HSETID(I), I=1,1211CHXSONM( I),I=l,NISOlc
l(C~I(J) ~J=l,NGHOUf’l, (VEL(J) /J=lINGROuplc
2(LHAX(J),J=i,NGROUP),kMIN, CLOCA(Il?I=l~NISol

fhISO+lZ] *tWLT+l+NISO
+NGROUP*(2+ICHIST*c2/( ICHIST+lI))

FCR*AT(Uh 20 ~lti*,llA6,1H*/ HSETID8HISONM
llH*~A6,1H*,~(lx,Ab)/tl@( lx,A~)ll

FORflAT(lP6E12Q5) CHI (PRESEN7 IF
FORMAT(1P6E12.5) VELPEMAX.EMIN
FORMAT(1216) LOCA

ICH19T,EQcl)

I+sETII) HOLLERITH IDENTIFICATION OF SET (A6)

HISONM(I) i40LLERITH ISoTOPE LABEL FOR ISOTOPE I (Ah)
CHI(J) S&l FISSION SPECTRU!~ tpRESENT IF ICHIS7,EQ.11
VEL[J) MEAN NE!JTRON VELOCITY IN GRUUP J (CH/SEC)
EMAX(J) f4A!(IHlJM ENERGY BOUND OF GROUP J (EV)
E141N 41NI$luN ENERGY BOUND OF SET (Ev)
LOCA(I) NuMBER OF REcORDS TO BE SKIPPEO TO READ DATA FOR

ISOTOPE 1, LOCA(l)=a

c.-.--..-.-.* .. .. ..- . ...-...-..-.-..-.-.- ....---.--.-..e ----------------

c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...*............"..

CR SET CHI DATA ●

c 9
cc PRESENT IF ICHIST,GT,l w

c 0

CL (CCHI(K,Jl,K=l, ICHIST),J=lSNG~oUp) o[ISSpEC(I181ZioNGRoup~ 9

c 9
Cn N6ROUP*(ICHIST+\) 9

c 9

CB FoRfIAT(4H 30 ,lP5E12,.5/(6E1205)) CHI -

tB FORRAT(1216) ISSPEC ●

e 9

co CHI(K,J) FRACTION OF ~tUTMONS EHITTEO IN GROUP J AS A ●

CD RESULT OF FISSIOh IN ANY GR@UP US1~G SPECTRUM K ~
:; ISSPEC ISSPECtI)=K IMpLIES THAT SpECTRUM K IS USED ●

TO CALCULATE EMISSION SPECTRUM FROM FISSION ●

co IN GROUp I w

c
c.=----.-.=-- . . . . . ..--..- . . . . . . . . ..-.=---.--.----*----------------------

.

.

.

.
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cm------.------..-...-..-.-..-.----..-......-.-.-.-.-.-.--.--.....-----*
CR

L
%
CL
CL
c
cl!

:ii
CB
c
co
Co
co
CD
co
CD

::
co

%

::

::
co
co
co
co
Co
co
co
co

co

::
co
CD

;
CD
CD
CD

8
CD
co
co
co
co
CD
co
co
co
co
co
co
CD
co

ISOTOPE CONTROL AND GROW INDEPENDENT DATh ●

M4S31DCHIDENT~HM4T, AMASS, EF19s,kcAPT, TEtIP,.SIGPOT8 AOENS?K9RsICHI~ :
11F13t IALFc INp,IN2N,IN0,1Nl ,LTOT,LTPN, ISTRPO, 0
2[lf)9CT(N),N=l,NscMAX), CLORO(NI ,Nxl,kscMAxj, ●

3((J13AW)(.!,N),J=l,MQOUP) ,N=i*hSCMAX)~ *
4((IJJ(JON) lJ=ltNGROUP) ~Nxl~NSCMAxl w

●

3*MuL7+17+N5CMAX*(2*NGR0up+21 *
●

FURRAT(4M uo ,3clx,h6)/iP6Et2,5/ w
lc121bll m

w
HAB91D MoLLERITU ABsOLuTE ISOTOPE LABFL m SAME FOR ALL

VERSIONs OF THE SAHk ISOTOpE lN SET (461 :
HLoENT IOFN71FIER OF LIBRARY FROM WHICH SASIt DATA 0

CAME(EOG, ENOF/B) (A6) m
HMAr ISOTOPE Ii)FNTIFICATION CE,G, ENOF/8 MAT NO,) (A6) ●

AMASS GRAM ATOMIC wEIGHT -
EFIss TOTAL THE,\MAL ENE2GY YIELD/FISSION (w,SEC/F1$S) ●

LC4PT ToTAL THERMAL ENERGY YIELD/cAPTUQE (ti,SEC/tAPT) ●

TEHP :gOToPk TLMPERATIJRE (OEGREES KFLVINj 0
SIGPOT AvERAGE EFFtCT!#E PGTENTIAL SCATTERING IN ●

REsoNANcE RANGE (ijA$?NS/ATO@) w
40EW OENsTTY OF ISOTOPE IN MIXTURE IN 4HICM ISOToPE

CROSS SECTIONS wERE GENERATEO tA/8ARN,CR):
RMR ISOTOpE CLASSIFICATIOIU 0

6=uNDEFI!+E0 9
l?FISSILL ●

2=FEI?TILE 9
3=9THFR ACTINIOE m
4zFIssIo~e;P.RoLnJcT o
5SSTRUCTURE w
68COOLANT 0
79coNTi?oL -

ICHI ISOTOPE FISSIONJ SPFCTRU~ FLAG -

IcHI,EO.0~ USE SET CMI ●

ICHI.LQ,l~ ISOTOPL (iHI VECTOR 9

ICHI,GT,lt ISOTOPF C~I MATRIX ●

IFIS (h,Fl CROSS SECTION FLAG 0

IFIS=Ot NO FISSION OATA IN Pl?INCIpAL CROSS ●

SECTION QECORO ●

xl, FISSION 0A7A PRESEhT Ih PRINCIPAL ●

CROSS SECTION RFCORO ●

IALF (N?ALPHA) CRoSS SECTION FLAG ●

SAHE OPTIOhJS AS IFIS ●

INP [N,P] CROSS 6ECTION FLAG ●

SAW OPTIONS AS IPIS ●

I NM (N~2~) CROSS SECTION FLAG
SAME OPTIONS AS lFIS

●

w
IIUO tNcO) CROSS SECTION FLAG 9

SAME OPTIONS AS IFIS 9
IN? (N,T) CROSS SECTION FLAG

SAHE OPTIONS AS IFIS
m
●

LTOT NuMBFR Of MOMENTS Of TOTAL CROSS SEcTION PRoVIDED -
IN PRINCIPAL CROSS SECTIONS QECORO m

LTRN NU14BEQ OF MOMENTS OF TRANSPORT CROSS SECTION ●

PROvIOLD IN PRIhCIPAL CROSS SECTIONS RECORO ●

ISTRPO NuNBFR OF cOOROINA7E OIRFCTIOKS FOR ~HICH 9
COORDINATE DEPtNDE~T TRANSPORT CROSS SECTIONS
ARE GIVENO IF ISTRPO=O, NO COnROINATE OEPENOENT :
TR4N5PoRT CROSS SECTIONS ARE GIVEN, ●
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CD
co
CD

#
co
CD

%
co
CD
CD
CD
CD

::
CD
co
Co

::
co
c

!DSCT(N)

~ORO(N)

JbANO(J,N]

IJJ{J,N]

SCATTERING MATRIX TYPE IDENTIFICATION FOR 9

SCATTERING BLOCK N, SIGNIFICANT ONLY IF w

LORD(NI,GT,H ●

IOSCT(~)SOOO + ~N# TOTAL SCATTERING tsU~ oF -
ELASTIC, INELASTIC, AtIJD N, 2N SCATTERING) ●

slO@ + NM, ELASTIC SCATTERING ●

s2EiP + NN, INELASTIC SCATTERING 9

a309 + LJN, CN,2N) sCATTERIW PER EMITTED-
NEUIRON~ ●

sHEPE MN Is THE LEGEIuDRE ExPA991O$J INDEX OF TM -
fIRST 4ATRIX IN BLOCK N *

NuP18ER OF SCATTERING OROERS Iru BLOCK N, IF w
~ORCJtN)S@, THIS BLOCK IS NOT PRESENT FOR THIS -
ISOTOPE. IF MN IS THE VALUE TAKEN FROM ●

IDSCT(d), THEN THE MATRICES IN ThIS 8LOCK -
HAYE LEGENDRk EXPANSION INOICES OT NNcNN+l~ -
NN+~, ,OO,hN+LORo(N)wi 9

L3CATTER1NG BANDhIOTti FOR GROUP J, SCATTERING 9
BLOCK N m

POSITION OF IN-GROUP SCATTERING CROSS SECTION Ih -
SCA~rFRIW OATA FOR GROUP J. SCATTERING BLOCK -
N,COUNTEO FR(JN THE FIRST bIOiO OF GROUP J DATA, Q

0
cm-----------------------------....---.......--"------------------------
c.......................................................................
CR

:L

%

%
CL
CL
c

x
c
Crl
c
co

::

co
co
co
CD
CD
CD
CD
co

8
co
CD
CD
t

PRINCIPAL Cunss SLCllONs

C(SlkPL(J,L),.J:l, NG<Uup) ,L=l,LTRA!),
lf(SIOTpL(.J,L),J=l, $.’G*9UP) ,l=l,LTOr), (SNGAN(J)cJ=l, ~GJ?WP)C
i?(SFIS(J),,J=l,!.GRilLIPJ,(SNiJTtJT (J),J=l,F4GRUUp),
3(CPISO(J),J=I, KWOIJP), (SNAIF(J),J=l,NGROIJP),
Q(s}.P(J),J=l,NGRGI:PI, (s*./~,(J),J=l,rIGROJP)t
5(S*D(J) tJ=lt%GRGLIP). (SNT (J),J=l,WRLNJP)
6((SrHPDtJ, I),J:l,~G~PuP) ,I=l,lSrQPiI)

(l+LT~~+LT07+IALF+rNp+I*2:4+ 1~’0t1:4rtISTRPD+2*IFIS+
2Ch1*(2/(lCA1+l))JeNGRUdP

FC@WT(ax 50 ,lP\E.1205/(6E12.5)) LkNGTM Ilk LIST AS ABOVE

STRPL PL *EIGP4Tt0 TRANSPORT cROss skcTIUN
THE }INsT Elk}’ENT uF ANHAV STRPL IS THE
CUHRENT (PII ~tIGHTED TRANSPORT CR(JSS SECTION

SICITPL PL wEIGMTLD loTAL CHOss StCTION
rME FIdSl LLF.~LNr OF ARRAY STOTPL IS THE
FLUX [?@) *LIGHTED TUTAL CROSS SECTION

shGbH tk.(iAMMA)-----
SFIS (utF) (Pi?ESEIVT 1} IFIS,GT,~)
Srwrol TOTAL hkllrd~l% VIELn/}XSSION (PRkSE$4T IF IFISeGT.O)-
CFIISO ISOTOPE CHI (PI?ESENT IF lCHI;EU, l)
ShbLF (N,ALPHA) (Pi?FSENT IF IALF,GT,dl
stdP (hPP) (PdtsEP+T IF INPOGT,O]
sh~$~ (@!,2k)(LnSS) (PRE_SENT IF IN2PJOL1.0)
Sftf$ (k,l)] (PPESENT IF INuOGT,@)
sNT (N,T) (~tikSENT IF ThT,GT,Ol
STRPO COOR!)lNATE. cIkECTION I TRANSpORT CROSS

(pNESFNT IF ISTRPO,Gr,id)

0

SECTION -
9
w

c.......................................................................
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c-.-----------*......-......*.......-.--....--.--.-...-.-----..-e-------
CR lsolop~ Ct+I 0AT4 9

c
cc

●

PRESENT IF ICHIoGTOl ●

;L
9

C(CHITSCICK,J),K=l, ICHI),J= l,~6~0UP), C130PtC( I),l=l,NGROUP) -

id
●

hGJ?OLJP*[ICHI+l) w
c 9

FORMAT(4H 6D ,lP5L1205/(6t1205}) CHIISO
%

0
FORMAT(1216) lSUPEC w

c 9

CHIISO(K,J) FRAcTIOF< UF NEUTRONS EMITTEO IN GROUP J AS A
:: ltfSULr OF FISSION IN AIMY GR(IuP USING SPECTRUM K :
co ISO~EC(Il :SOPZC(l)=K IMPLIES 1H4T SPECTRUM K IS uSEO 9
co TO CALLULSIL EMISSION SPECTRUM FRON FISSION o
co I% GROUP I
c

9

c
9

ca . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

cm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

CR SC4TTLRING SUO=BLOCK ●

c 0

cc PRESENT IF LORO(tu)SGT,kJ ●

c ●

CL C(SC4T(K,L),KB1,KNAX),L81,LORDN) ●

c ●

cc KPAXSSUM OVER J OF JB4NO(J) kiITHINTHE J-GROUP RANGE OF TH!3 -
cc sUB=BLOCK, IF M 1S THE I~OEX OF THE SU13-BLOCK, THE J=GROUP ●

cc RANGE cONTAINEo 41TMIN THIS SUB-BLOCK IS
cc JLs(Mol)*((NGRogPQl)/NS6LOK+~)+\ TO JU=M*t[NGROUP-1)/NS8L0K+i):
cc LORDN8LORDtNl ●

c w

CM KMAx*LOROh w

c ●

C6 FORMAT(UM 70 ,lP5E\2,5/(6t12.5)) ●

c w

co ScAT(K,L) SCATTERING f44TRIX OF SCATTFRI~G o~nER L$ FOR ●

CD REACTION TYPE II)ENTIFIEO BY I@SCT(N) FOR THIS -
co BLOCK, J8ANO(J) VALUES FOR SCATTERING INTO -

GROUP J ARE STOQED AT Lf3C~TIONS ~=SUM FROM 1 -
:: TO (J-1) OF J~ANO(I) PLIJS 1 TO K-l+Jf3ANO(J), -
co THE SUH IS ZkRO ~HEN J=l, J-To-J scATTER Is -

THE IJJ(J)-TH ENTRY IN THE RANGE JEiANO(J)c -
:: VALUES ARE STOREO IN THE ORPER (J+JUP)I 9
CD (J+JUp-l)t..,,(J+l)tJt(J-l)t.../JD~lt~lt w
CD #H&CfEJupaIJJ(J).1 AND JDN8JBANO(J)-lJJ(JI -
c
c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..= . . . . . . . . . . . ..m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..m..* . . . . . . ..=.q*=...=.

CEOF
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II. BRKOXS – Bondarenko Cross-Section Data

This file is required as an adjunct to the ISOTXS file when

self–shielding method is to be used, Only those isotopes which

tion tables need be included in BRKOXS. No changes in BRKOXS-11

introduction of the MTJLT parameter are present in BRKOXS-111.

the Bondarenko

have interpola-

other than the

c9**b4**9****************b**4****4*******t*******4*********a********n***
c QEVISCO bllldi/’f3 0

c
CF
CE
c w

CN THIS FILE PHOVIOES OATA NLCILSSARY FOR 9

CN 8oNDARENK0 TRLATHENT IN AOnITION TO 9

CM THOSE DATA IN FILE ISOTXS w

CM FORtlATS GIVEN ARE FOR FILE kxCHANGE pURPOSE9 -

CN ONLY. -

c
c*ba***h*******a*bak**********************a********h*******&***********:

e.......................................................................
es FILE STRI.ICTURE 9

es w

Cs RECORO TYpE PRESENT IF 0
es r=x=s=x==c:====:s=a==a======ssx zzz==zaxz8:=x=a .

Cs FILL IDCNTLFICATICN ALtiAVS 0

Cs FILL CONTROL hLliAyS w

C3 FILE DATA AL~AVS -

Cs ●,~**********(REPFAT FROM 1 TO NISOSH)
SELF-SHIELDING FACTORS

●

● ALNAYS w

:: g CR083 8ECTION3 A&IoAV8 ●

Cs ●***b******** ●

C8 ●

c
C..m . . . ..a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

e-------------*----------w-------------..---..-..."-..m.....-.."."-""m--

;R FILL IOENTIFICAT.ION ●

*

CL HNAME, (HU5E(I), IS;,21,1VERS ●

c w
Cx 1+3*MULT ●

c ●

co ?ORMAT[llH flV 8NKOXS ~A611H*0 9
CD 12A6#lH9t161 w

c w
co HNbPIE tIloLLERIIH FILE NAME ● BRKOXS _ (A6) 8
co Husk U(JLLER!TFl USER IDENTIFICATION (A6) w
co IVEI?S FILE vERSIOtu NUMBER ●

co MuL T DOUBLE PRECISION PARAMETER ●

CD 1= A6 UORO IS SINGLE wORD ●

co 20 Ah wORD IS DOUBLE PRkCISION BIORO 0
e
eo-------------9-.--- . . . . . . . ..-..-...-...-..---".---="..-........-.-.-..

.

.
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Cm------*-----.------...=...-.-..--......--.-.....=-.---....-..----..-=.

CR FILE CONTROL
c

●

CL
●

N6ROUPNNIS06HVN81GPTINTEMPT
c

0

en e

0
0

h
0

FORPAT(W 10 ,4161
c

●

CD
w

NGROUP NUMBER OF ENERGY GRoUPS IN SET
CD

●

NISOSH NuMBER oF ISOTOPES UIITH SELFoSNItLDING FACTORS
NSIGPT TOTAL NUMBER OF VALUES OF VARIABLE X (SEE FILE OATA:

;: REcORDl MhICH ARE GIvEN, NSIGPT IS EQUAL TO -
THE SUM FROM 1 TO NZSOSH GF NTAB?tjl

g B7EIIPT
w

TOTAL NuMBER OF VALUES OF vARIABLE TB CSEE FILE
OATA RECORO) ~HICH ARE GIVFN, NTEHPT IS EQUAL :

CD TO THE SUM FROM 1 TO NISOSH OF NTAaT(I)
c

9

cO......m...........................................m.................=.

c.......................................................................
CR
c
CL
CL
CL
c
CM

h
CB
es
co
c
CD
co
co
co
co
CD

%
co
co
co

::
co
co
co
co
co
CD
co

::
CD
co
CD
c

FILE DATA 9
●

CHISONM(I), I=l,NISOSHI, (X(KI ,K=l, IJSIGPT), (TB(K), K=I,NTEMPT), -
lCEHAX(J) ~J=l?NGH(WP), EPIk, (JBFL(l ),IG1,NISOSH),
2(JBFH(I) cIKllNIsosH)l (NTAYP( I), 1=1, vIsosH), (PTA5T(IJ ,Ix1,NISOSHJ:

(Q+WLT)*NISOSH+NSIGPT+NTLPPT+NGROUP+l

0
●

●

FORMATCQ~ 20 ~9(lX.A6)/
1C1O(1X,A6)))

HISONM 9

FORM4T(lp6E120SI
0

x#TB#Ek14xtEt’lIN
FOR~AT(1216)

9

JWLeJBFM, NTABP,NTA8T 9

MISONM(I) HOLLERITH ISOTOPF LAREL FOR ISOTOPE I (46), THEsE :

LABELS MUST BE A SUBSET OF THOSF IN FILE ISOTXS -
OR GQUPXS* IN THE CORRESPfJNDING 4RRAY,

x ARRAY OF LN(SIGPP)/LN(lk!) VALIJES FOR ALL ISOTOPks, :
MHERE SIGP~l IS THE TOTAL CROSS SECTION OF THE
OTHER ISOTOPES IN THE MIXTURE IN EARNS PER 4TOM :
or THIS ISOTOPE, FCIR ISOToPE I, THE NTABP(I) .

vALUEs OF X FOR *HICH SELF.SHIELOING F4CToRs .
ARE GIVFN ARL STOREO STARTING AT LOCATION LaI+ -
SUM FROM 1 TO I-1 OF MTABP(K)O

?0 ARRAY OF TEhPEF?ATURtS (uEGRLES C) FUR ALL ISOTOPESO:
ftJR ISOTOPL I, THE N113T(I) VALUES OF TB FOR -
bUICtl SFLF-StiIELDIruG FACTORS ARE GIVEN ARE ●

STOREO AT LOCATION L=1+SU14 FROM 1 TO I-1 OF 9

NTABT(K), 9
EMAX(J) MAXIMUH EhEj?Gy bOUNO OF GROUP J (EVI
tPtlh

9
MXNIMuM EhERCY BOUNO OF SET CEV) 9

JBFL NUMBER OF LOWEST ENERGY GROUP FOR WHICH SELF- ●

SHIFLOING FACTORS ARE GIVFN, ●

J8Fr! NuM8ER oF HIGHEST EhEQGy GROUP FOR dHICH SELF- -
SHIELDING FACTORS ARE GIVEN,

NTA80(I)

9

NUMBER OF SzGPn VALUEs FoR PHICH SELF-SHItLDING ●

FACTORS ARE GIvEN }OR ISOTOPE 1, 9
NTABTCI) WM8FR OF TEMPERATURE VALUES FOR ~HICH SELF- -

8HIELDING FACTORS ARE GIVEN FOR ISOTOPE 1, ●

-
c9=---*--------.----.--...*-......-.---*--------------------------------
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cw*--------------------..-.-.-------.--.*-.-.-......--....-..-0---------

CB
c
CL
CL

CL
CL
CL
c
cc
cc

t:
c
Cn
c
c-

:0

::
CD
CD
co

%
co
CD
c

SELF~SHICLDING FACTORS

C((FTOT{N,K,J], N=!,NBIN1) ,K=l,NBTEtII),J=JBFLI,J8FtII) p
[((FCAp(N, K,J)CN=l,NBINT) ,Ksl?NBTEM) lJ=JBFLI,JBFHI) I
((CFFIS(N,KrJ) #N81,NBINT) ,KC!, W3TEM),J=JBFLIrJ@PHI) t
t(fFTR (N,K,J),N=l,NBINT),Ksl, N8TENI ,J=Jf3FLI,J3FHIj,
(((FEL tN,K,Jl,.N=l,NBINT),k=i,NBTEM] ,J=JBFLI,J~FHI)

N6!NTxNTABP(I)
M37kHZNTAoT(I)
J5FLI=JbFL(I]
JB~HI=JB:H(II

5*N81NT*N8TEM*(JBFHIoJ8FLI+ 1)

FOR14AtCuH 30 ,1P5E12,W(6E12.5}1

FTOT TOTAL SELF-SHIELDING FACTOR EVALUATED AT
X[N] ANO TB(KJC

FCAP CAPTURE SELF-SHIELDING FACTOR EVALUATED Al
XCN] AND Tf3(K)c

FFIS FISSION SELF-SHIELDING FAcTOR EVALUATED AT
XCN\ ANCI 18(K).

FTR TRANSPORT SELF-SHIELDING FACTOR EVALUATED Al
%(h) ANO TEI(KJ,

FEL ELASTIC SELF-SHIELOING FACTOR EVALUATED AT
X(N) AhID Tfl[K)O

c.----------...-- . . . . ..- . . ..--..---.-.---..-.m --------------------------

C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CR CROSS SLCIIUNS ●

c w

CL (xSPO(J),J=l,NGROUP), [XSTh(J) ,J=l,NGROUP), (XSE(J)OJ=it NGRUUP), ●

CL ;CXSW(J),J=l,NGROLIP)~ (XSEfl(J) ,J=l, hGROUP) s(XSXI(JIIJXIC NGROUPI ●

c w

CIA 6*hGROUP w

c -

CB FORMAT(4M 40 ,lP5E12,5/(6E12,5)l w

c w

co XSPO PoTENTIAL SCATTERING CRUSS SECTION (RARNS) ●

CD XSIV INELASTIC CRCiSS SECTION (EIARNS) 9
eo XSL FLASTIC CRnSS SECTION (BARNS) w

co xshlJ AVERAGE COSINL OF ELASTIC SCATTERING ANGLE ●

CD XSED ELASTIC 00*N-SCATTERING TO AnJACk~lT GROUP m

co XSXI AwERAGE ELASTIC SCATTERING LFTHARGY INCITEMENT -
c
c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

b

●

CCOF

*

.
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APPENDIX I

COMPUTER CODE ABSTRACT

MINX, A MULTIGROUP INTERPRETATION OF NUCLEAR X-SECTIONS FROM ENDF/B
4

(1) Name of Program: MINX (Ref. 1).

v (2) Computer for Which Program is Designed: CDC-6600, CDC-7600, IBM-360/91,

IBM-360/195.

(3) Nature of the Physical Problem Solved: MINX calculates fine-group averaged
1

infinitely dilute cross sections and self-shielding factors from ENDF/B-IV data.

Its primary purpose is to generate a pseudo-composition independent multigroup

library which is input to the SPHINX9 space-energy collapse program through
23

standard CCCC-111 interfaces. MINX incorporates and improves upon the resonance

capabilities of existing codes such as ETOX5 and ENDRlJl$6and the high-order
8

group-to-group transfer matrices of SUPERTOG7 and ETOG. Fine group energy

boundaries, Legendre expansion order, gross spectral shape component (in the

Bondarenko19flux model), temperatures and dilutions can all be used specifically.

(4) Method of Solution: Infinitely dilute, unbroadened point cross sections are

obtained from resolved resonance parameters using a modified version of the

RESEND program. 22
The SIGMAI.

24
kernel-broadening method is used to Doppler

broaden and thin the tabulated linearized pointwise cross sections at O K (out-

side of the unresolved energy region). Effective temperature-dependent self-

shielded pointwise cross sections are derived from the formulation in the

ETOX5 code. The primary modification to the ETOX algorithm is associated with

the numerical quadrature scheme 31 used to establish the mean values of the

fluctuation intervals. The selection of energy mesh points, at which the effec-

tive cross sections are calculated, has been modified to include the energy

points given in the ENDF/B file or, if the energy-independent formalism was

employed, points at half-lethargy intervals. Infinitely dilute group cross
,

sections and self-shielding factors are generated using the Bondarenko lgflux

weighting model with the gross spectral shape under user control. The integral
.

over energy for each group is divided into a set of panels

of the grid points describing the total cross section, the

of interest and the gross spectral shape. The integration

ployed in MINX is adaptive Simpson’s procedure 32 for which

defined by the union

reaction cross section

scheme actually em-

the initial estimate
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is based on the unionized grid described above. The computation of elastic and

discrete group-to-group matrices is based upon a semi-analytic scheme
18

which

treats the rapidly fluctuating cross-section behavior analytically. Where this

laboratory-system-based scheme becomes difficult to implement (e.g., light nuclei,

inelastic thresholds), an alternative numerical integration in the center-of-

mass system is employed. Multigroup transfer matrices for processes in which

the outgoing neutron energy and angular distribution is uncoupled are computed

by direct numerical integration.

(5) Restrictions on the Complexity of the Problem: The principal restric-

tion is the computing time available for a given desired accuracy, number of

groups, and Legendre order. The paging techniques and variable dimensioning

make efficient use of available core storage; very large problems have been

run with MINX (e.g., a complete 171-group P3 neutron library at ORNL and an

extensive 240-group P4 library at LASL).

(6) Typical Machine Time (times quoted are for the cDC-7600): Typical

running times are difficult to define because they are sensitive functions of

the (a) accuracy required, (b) number of resonances, (c) number of groups,

(d) Legendre expansion order, (e) number of temperature and dilutions, etc.

Sample times are indicated below. For a problem with 50 groups, Legendre expan-

sion P3, generally four temperatures involving O K, five dilution factors,

tolerances --resonance reconstruction 0.5%, linearization 0.2%, Doppler thinning

0.2%, adaptive integration 0.1%, we find:

ENDF/B-IV MINX Timing
Isotope “Mat No. (see)

33Na
1156 667

Fe 1192 1075

160
1276 590

238U*
1262 6454

239PU
1264 3505

*Reconstruction tOkranC(i? 1%.
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(7) Unusual Features of the Program: MINX generates and uses (in the re-

solved energy region) a linearly interpolable , infinitely dilute temperature-
1

dependent pointwise cross-section library in ENDF/B-IV format. This feature

permits efficient computation of group cross sections with accurate Doppler

broadening
24

of single-level and multilevel cross sections. The multigroup
12

4

constants generated therefrom are thus known to be compatible’- with the point-

wise cross sections retrieved by continuous-energy Monte Carlo codes. New,
18

* accurate algorithms for the computation of Legendre moments of group-to-group

transfer matrices have been developed and implemented. These calculations are

based on an expansion of the differential scattering cross section in the labor-

atory system and use a semi-analytic procedure which treats the rapidly fluctua-

ting cross-section behavior analytically. Where Legendre expansion in the lab

system becomes difficult (e.g., for light nuclei or near inelastic thresholds)

an alternative numerical integration in the center-of-mass is employed. The

procedures employed in MINX for constructing, interpolating and integrating

cross sections are intended to provide and quantify user control of computational

errors (assuming that the data base and weighting function are known explicitly).

A paging technique
27

which manipulates huge amounts of cross-section information

one block at a time (block size variable), is used throughout MINX, in addition

to variable dimensioning to reduce storage requirements and to use available

storage efficiently. Finally, the code and the multigroup data sets derived
4

therefrom are intended to satisfy nuclear design standards currently being

implemented under auspices of the American National Standards Institute.

(8) Related and Auxiliary Programs: Three utility codes are provided to

manipulate the CCCC data files.

LINX33 -- Will combine two multi-isotope CCCC files (ISOTXS or BRKOXS only)

into a new composite file in CCCC format.

BINX33 -- Will convert CCCC data (ISOTXS, BRKOXS, or DLAYXS) from binary to

BCD mode or vice-versa and selectively print the contents of the

files.

CINX34 -- Will exactly collapse fine group data (ISOTXS, BRKOXS, or DLAYXS)

to a subset coarse group structure, and will also change the for-

mat of the data to lDX/PERT-V form, if desired.

These codes were written to be as IBM-compatible as possible. The changes

required are identified on the listings with “C IBM comment” cards.
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(9) Status: MINX is currently operational on the CDC-7600 at Los Alamos

Scientific Laboratory and the IBM 360/11 and 360/195 at Oak Ridge National Lab-

oratory.

(10) Machine Requirements: Core and external storage such as magnetic

tape or desk devices depend on the characteristics of

library would require -330k bytes of core storage on

ter or 49 000 words of SCM (no LCM) on the CDC-7600.

the problem. The 50-group

the IBM 360 series compu-

(11) Programming Language: MINX is coded in Standard FORTRAN-IV with data

management, precision, and other features particularly adapted alternatively to

CDC and IBM computers. The code is modular in structure and its output conforms

to guidelines developed by the Committee on Computer Code Coordination.
11

(12) Operating System: IBM OS 360 with the FORTRAN H compiler or LASL CROS

with the CDC RUN compiler.

(13) Other Programming Information: The program consists of 227 subrou-

tines on .15 000 source cards. With a three-level overlay structure consisting

of 11 segments, - 330k bytes are required on the IBM machines and 49 00010

words on the CDC-7600.

(14) Material Available: Source decks for MINX, LINX, BINX, and CINX can

be obtained through the Argonne Code Center at ANL or the Radiation Shielding

Information Center (RSIC) at ORNL. In addition, a documented report is available

as part of the code package. Pointwise files have already been generated from

ENDF/B-IV data and should always be used as the starting point of a MINX calcu-

lation unless specific problem application dictates otherwise. Multigroup

libraries from MINX exist in 50, 126, and 171 groups. Requests for the 50-group

library should be directed to the National Neutron Cross Section

for the 126 and 171 libraries should be directed to RSIC.
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